1 Seeing Bodies with AIDS

The literary theorist Thomas Yingling asked a haunting question after experiencing the first decade of AIDS: What might it mean “to be a person with AIDS?” What did it mean, Yingling wrote, to secure a subjectivity for the person with AIDS that was not simply an erasure of his or her previous subjectivity, that “simply did not read the illness as the end of meaning”? Losing a body, losing an identity, losing collective and spatial grounds for an open sexual, political and cultural subjectivity characterized the experiences of many living with AIDS in early years, and beyond.

Grasping, defining and seeing the “person with AIDS” was the single most important way to perceive the epidemic in its first decade. It matters, of course, that this was not a random kind of person, but from a particular population. From the first official acknowledgment of the syndrome in 1981, AIDS was a disease of gay men. And, male homosexuality became the frame through which AIDS was seen as a disease. In the following years, this much-discussed conflation of sexual identity with AIDS was rejected, criticized, reworked, redefined, destabilized and normalized. Even though male homosexuality is not the dominant picture of AIDS anymore, this socio-medical conflation has a fixed position in the historical narrative of AIDS. Its history is enshrined in a wide range of questions pertaining to politics of identity in the photographic archive of the epidemic.

Photography was deeply enmeshed into the complex politics of representation of the person with AIDS. The person with AIDS was perceived by the public and doctors alike as a risk to a general, heterosexual, public health. A melancholy associated itself to losing the lightheartedness of a

lifestyle that had – once again – been overtaken by medical categories, to the extent that, as Leo Bersani commented, the foundations of sexual identity and masculinity were in peril.4 Prompted by this abundant visual politics, Douglas Crimp characterized the struggle of identity in times of AIDS to be torn between forces of mourning and calls to militancy; a struggle driven by repeated questioning as to whether the body of a person with AIDS can be imagined – and visualized – as “still sexual?”5 Such questions were not a guiding concern for the atlas editors who selected and laid-out photographs in the first AIDS atlas from 1986 (Fig. 1.1).6 This page shows sections of a male body covered in pigmented patches. The photograph’s restricted views do not confide information about the identity or biography of the patient. The body’s presentation in fragments – a flexed arm, the side of a face – leaves the reader in no doubt that the pictures were not intended to deliver a portrait of a person, but rather to visualize what was happening on its surface. The position of the arm and the way it has been cropped in the second picture directs attention to the discolored patches and thus to the significant phenomenon around which the design and argument of the photographs center. The caption to both photographs calls these “typical lesions of Kaposi’s sarcoma in patients with AIDS.”7 While the reader might have assumed they were seeing signs of a disease on different body parts of one patient, the caption’s use of the plural form asks us to believe that these pictures are from two different people with AIDS who both show typical lesions of its characteristic skin cancer. The patterned distribution of the lesions, their linearity, is described as a “common appearance,” suggesting the experience of the reading doctor’s eye.8 Both photographs are presented as classical examples of clinical photography. The editors included them to visualize exemplary signs of a condition, to allow for better recognition and understanding of the disease in the medical community by learning from such ideal cases.

6 As with most photographs in this and the following editions, the origin of photographs is not explicitly given, but the co-editor and clinical photographer Simon Brown has probable taken some of the pictures. Charles F. Farthing et al., eds., A Colour Atlas of AIDS (Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome) (London: Wolfe Medical Publications, 1986), 24.
7 Ibid. 8 Ibid.
According to recent guidelines, a clinical photograph, a specific genre within the broader category of medical photography, should have two key features. First, the sign of disease must be presented to enhance its recognizability in a day-to-day clinical setting. Second, the photograph

9 While medical photography could be understood as a genre in which photographs are concerned with the wide range of medical phenomena, ranging from medical practice, to epidemiological mappings, anthropological inquiries and to portraits of institutions and hospitals, the clinical photograph was and is focused on the portrayal of symptoms comparable to the clinician’s gaze at the bedside. To some extent clinical photography is solely concerned with the depiction and definition of diseases. See Engelman, *Picturing the Unusual, Medical Photography as Experimental System*, forthcoming in 2019; Engelman, *A Source of Sickness, Mapping Plague in 1900 Honolulu*, forthcoming in 2019; Christos Lynteris, *Ethnographic Plague: Configuring Disease on the Chinese-Russian Frontier* (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016).
should offer an analytical perspective in which irrelevancies to the task of visualizing and isolating the disease are minimized.\(^{10}\) In the case of the two photographs here, we are invited to believe that these appearances of KS lesions on the two bodies resemble many, if not all, cases of the same class. This is what could tentatively be called a clinical aesthetic. Photographs of persons suffering from illness become clinical photographs when trusted as visualizations of clinical information located in an atlas, textbook or disease classification.

This chapter revisits the history of medical photography to better understand the purpose and effects of clinical photographs in the AIDS atlas.\(^{11}\) I propose we think of medical photographs conceptually with an analogy to what Rheinberger has described as an experimental system.\(^{12}\) I use this term to describe how photography is a medium in which uncertainty is not resolved but rather emphasized. To show AIDS, photographs are either tasked with the demonstration of a cleansed and abstracted “epistemic thing,” like a discrete disease.\(^{13}\) Or, photographs persist as portraits of suffering and illness, as powerful beacons of empathy, solidarity and recognition – or the lack thereof. Through the history of AIDS, photography was always both an instrument of medical knowledge visualization and a practice of identity politics. This history

---


11 The literature on the history of photography is extensive. For the argument developed here, I have focused on scholarship that has deliberated the ways in which photographs acquire meaning through their contexts and material configurations in archives, albums, publications and atlases. Of particular interest has been Elizabeth Edward’s work on uncertainty in photographic archives. Ryo Morimoto has recently described photographs as messages without a coda, as a by nature antisemiotic medium, which requires cultural domestication to make sense. I prefer a more pragmatic approach to photography, in which a certain indeterminacy never disappears but a picture’s relationship to the history it bears witness of remains in the center of its cultural, social and political perception. Closer to the problems and intricacies of medical photography discussed in this chapter is perhaps Barthes’ view on photography and its perpetual that-has-been effect. Here, each photograph has created a vision of the past, in which the *studium* yields to a readability of a past event captured in the picture, while the *punctum* embodies a rather haunting nature of an indeterminable past. Elizabeth Edwards, “Photographic Uncertainties: Between Evidence and Reassurance,” *History and Anthropology* 25, no. 2 (March 15, 2014), 171–88, doi:10.1080/02757206.2014.882834; Ryo Morimoto, “Message without a Coda: On the Rhetoric of Photographic Records,” *Signs and Society* 2, no. 2 (September 1, 2014), 284–313, doi:10.1086/677923; Roland Barthes, *Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography* (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1981).


questions what counts as medical photography as much as it asks how to imagine a person with AIDS.

The “camera medica,” as Erin O’Connor has written, is a medium of naming and identifying, of repeatedly raising the question: “What is it?” Conversely, most photographs of AIDS have provoked the question “who is it?” or indeed, “who is at stake?” Clinical photography integrated the perception of homosexual men into clinical ways of seeing AIDS, using “who” as a frame to visualize the “what.” But artistic and journalistic photographs were also accused of falling prey to this clinical gaze by superimposing the portraits of homosexual men (“who”) with indices of disease and despair (“what”). I argue that photography continuously failed to provide satisfying answers to either of these questions. Rather, photography’s key outstanding significance is to be found in its capacity to sustain the relationship of “who” and “what” in enduring uncertainty.

The chapter begins with an outline of photographic practices in the early years of AIDS. It continues with the question of how photography contributed so-called characteristic pictures of diseases to the AIDS atlas. Through the history of medical photography, the chapter’s central concern is to address how photographs acquired authority where language and extant medical categories failed to provide clarity and certainty. With rigorous interrogation of the relationship between disease morphology and patient identity, I ask how photography catalyzed to their entangled appearances. How, if at all, did the placement, arrangement and captioning of photographs in the atlas succeed in separating signs of diseases from persons and cases?

Medical photography owes its visual faculties – its authority in making diseases visible – to two different historical genealogies. On the one hand, after photography was invented in the mid-nineteenth century, when this new visual technology entered the clinic, it adapted and integrated


elements of the centuries-old tradition of medical illustration. Visualizing knowledge rather than mirroring observed occurrence, illustrations had provided visual abstractions, diagrams of symptoms and drawings of signs, reimagined through the eyes of the experienced physician. Illustrations and medical drawings provided exemplary visualizations in which observations from a series of cases were drawn together into a characteristic single visual reference. Photography, by comparison, was perceived by physicians as a medium of mechanical objectivity and was almost exclusively attached to the single case. On the other hand, and unlike illustration, doctors used photography in the decades after its invention to document unique, spectacular and often-monstrous cases. The extant archives show how extreme appearances and bodily deformities spiked the curiosity of doctors, collectors and a fascinated public. For representations to be useful to clinicians, photography had to combine an illustrative function with an expression of spectacular appearance. In photography, the visualization of pathological commonplaces was combined with the visual documentation of those appearances that seemed to have left the realms of well-known pathology. Medical photographers had to prove they could make knowledge about diseases visible, while also making documentations of what was previously unseen and remained unknown and unusual.

Both genealogies of visualizing disease positioned medical photography to be a fitting medium for documenting AIDS in the mid-1980s. Photographs could usefully visualize the incidence of already-known diseases such as KS and herpes simplex, as well as commonplace signs such as lymphadenopathy. Photography married this familiarity with the notion of a radically new syndrome appearing in a highly unusual

19 Canguilhem described the notion of monstrous representations in the nineteenth century as a fascination for those obscure and extreme natural phenomena that did not fit into the defined ranges of normal appearances as a challenge to systems of normativity in biology and physiology. Photographs of monstrous appearances similarly engaged with something that had left the realm of normality, while its real existence also contributed to an extension of what was previously considered as normal. Georges Canguilhem, “Monstrosity and the Monstrous,” trans. Therese Jaeger, Diogenes 10, no. 40 (December 1962), 27–42, doi:10.1177/039219216201004002.
demographic and social circumstance. The two photographs introduced in the preceding text, and thousands like them, performed two simultaneous tasks in 1986: They showed a skin cancer, training the eye of the doctor or the medical student to recognize the shape of the lesion, its discoloration and specifically its diagnostic qualities. And, they presented an unusual appearance of the cancer on a previously healthy young man. Only by bringing the new and unusual habitat of the skin cancer to light, the photographs showed AIDS.

Still Sexual

In every AIDS atlas published between 1986 and 2008, photographic representations remained loyal to similar clinical aesthetics. Images appeared in series, often spread across two pages, tied together by a caption or title, to name the disease in question. Beginning with the first atlas from 1986, 137 clinical photographs filled 70 pages to catalog rare occurrences, such as a rash resulting from co-trimoxazole treatment in patients with late-stage PCP, to unusual gastrointestinal complications and oral cavity disease, while the main body of photographs was dedicated to skin diseases that seem to have appeared in patients with AIDS. Dermatitis, xeroderma, extensive folliculitis and shingles, among others, were captured in three to four pictures each, attached to a brief but far from exhaustive description of the frequency of the disease’s occurrence, with added notes about treatment experiences. Among these skin diseases, the most prominent condition with its own dedicated section is KS. After the first page of this section, discussed previously, the atlas featured a further 50 photographs of this rare skin cancer. Pictures detailed lesions’ appearance on the patient’s face, in the mouth, on the tip of the nose as well as on the penis. Some photographs also show relative success and failure of treatments. The atlas’s second edition in 1988 gives a similar impression, using many of the same photographs. Categories such as pediatric cases were adjusted and photographs were added where none had been available in 1986, such as in the case of bilateral parotid swelling in two little girls with HIV.

20 For example, on the appearance of Herpes Zoster the editors argue: “Shingles is very common, occurring in some 25% of patients with AIDS and ARC. Clinically its course does not appear to be more severe and dissemination is rare. High dose oral acyclovir is helpful if given early.” Farthing et al., A Colour Atlas of AIDS (1986), 63.
21 Ibid., 24–43.
In the manner of a catalog of opportunistic infections, the atlas provided a long series of possible clinical appearances of patients with AIDS. To this end the body of photographed patients were never shown in their entirety. Visual references to the same signs were repeated on different, fragmented bodies, as the atlas editors seem to stress that their subject was disease and infection, not the patient. But the series of photographs hardly qualifies as a “cleansed” picture of a disease, which would be ideally presented at a remove from ambiguities, uncertainties and unsolved problems. Fragmented and scattered, distorted and anonymized, the identity of the photographed persons haunts this presentation of the range of diseases characteristic for AIDS. But was a cleansed picture of AIDS ever the aim of Farthing and his colleagues?

In the history of science and medicine objects of knowledge are often discussed as appearing through a process of cleansing. The cohesiveness of any object of inquiry in the sciences is not a given, Bruno Latour has argued, but instead emerges through practices of dividing and of organizing appearances into well-defined objects. “Sorting out the kernel of science from the chaff of ideology” was necessary to differentiate objects of nature from perspectives of culture.23 New objects, such as a new disease or syndrome did accordingly never appear in a sudden emanation from the past. But the separation of phenomena that were considered relevant to a scientific investigation from elements which shrouded and clouded its appearance was a necessary step to arrive at a solid body of knowledge about an emerging epidemic.24 But instead of seeking a cleansed, separated entity, it is useful here to consider the work of Karin Knorr-Cetina. Her anthropology of scientific labor unmasked rather a rationale for “making things work,” a rationale that governs the laboratory as much as the atlas production as a social space.25

As a historian too, it is impossible to define transhistorical and globally pervasive patterns in which science or medicine make things work, intellectual and material dimensions are clearly distinguished and the

physical world is separated from the world of ideas. What once counted as intellectual dispute may have become the inventory of contemporary research routines: As Donna Haraway has shown so well, the metaphors of the past are routinely transformed into the hardware of the present.26

So too did doctors, editors and research scientists perhaps share the objective to make AIDS appear as an epistemic thing, a cleansed object observable to the sciences, redeemed of its ideological ballast, surrounding stereotypes and complicated relationship to social and sexual identities. But in the 1986 atlas, driven by clinical rather than scientific concerns, AIDS did not seem cleansed and sorted out but was still embroiled in a subject governed by metaphors, stereotypes and many unknowns. The epidemic was witnessed in actu, a yet-developing disaster far from resolution. Nonetheless, this impure and ambiguous mode of representation still seemed to make things work. Just as the Hippocratic recognition of krisis was supposed to enable a prediction of a disease’s inevitable course, the atlas allowed its readership a first sighting of the scope of what was still a rapidly developing AIDS crisis.27

In the 1980s, the atlas was by far not the only place in which the medical visualization of persons with AIDS took place. For a time, there was no social or cultural space in which such pictures did not risk becoming medicalized. In his detailed analysis of photojournalistic coverage of the epidemic between 1981 and 2007 David Campbell mapped a shifting visual economy of AIDS. Journalistic framings in the first half of the epidemic were most concerned with capturing the disease in pictures of patients, focusing on symptoms of diseases, such as KS, and medical signs, such as emaciation. But even when a close-up zoomed onto the face of a person with AIDS, refraining to reveal immediate signs of disease and illness, the larger framing as an AIDS photograph tended, as Bethany Ogdon has argued, to “facify” the disease rather than show anything about the individual, such as his or her immediate social context or biographical experiences.28 According to Campbell, this trail of visual

26 Haraway has coined this phrase in her reading of Harry Harlow’s monkey studies: Donna Haraway, Primate Visions: Gender, Race and Nature in the World of Modern Science (New York: Routledge, 1989).


28 Ogdon cites Deleuze to engage with the close-up as a cinematic practice in which the individual is removed from its context, in which individualization resembles also a process of decontextualization that inevitably yields to depolitization and a lesser perception of the photographed individual as political subject but overarching as a victim of a terrible disease. Bethany Ogdon, “Through the Image: Nicholas Nixon’s ‘People with AIDS,’” Discourse 23, no. 3 (2001), 75–105; Gilles Deleuze, Cinema I: The Movement-Image (London and New York: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2005).
representations presented the issue of AIDS to the public as a medicalized one, regardless of the publication in which they appeared, from newspapers, journals, galleries to medical publications.29

On September 15, 1988, the photographer Nicholas Nixon opened an exhibition at the New York Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), called “Pictures of People.”30 The celebrated curation of portraits (Fig. 1.2) gave an insight into America’s private life, bringing hidden worlds and marginalized experiences to center stage. Among the portraits was a series of pictures of people dying from AIDS: Intent on bringing

Fig. 1.2 Photograph of Tom Moran, a person with AIDS in “Pictures of People” by Nicholas Nixon from 1987. Although produced with the liberal motive of “giving AIDS a face,” the exhibition and portraits like this came under scrutiny by ACT UP and others, as they were accused of presenting the person with AIDS as isolated, desexualized and ravaged by disease.

*Source:* Courtesy of the artist, Nicholas Nixon.

individual suffering into the frame, Nixon’s black-and-white aesthetic leaves a moving impression of the hopelessness AIDS inflicted on individuals like Tom Moran, which had remained largely unseen by the American public. Nixon’s motivations were liberal and humanitarian, but his exhibition and the controversy that ensued showed the complexities of any naïve endeavor to “give AIDS a face.” The political representation of those affected by a deadly epidemic was at stake in this photography. In AIDS’s first decade, photographs of persons with AIDS became a subject in which the morally and politically astute way of seeing the person with AIDS was deliberated, exhibited, analyzed and, by some, fiercely rejected.\(^{31}\)

While Nixon’s photographs were praised by the media, art critics and politicians, AIDS activists staged a protest at the exhibition’s opening. Douglas Crimp lists the criticisms raised by the activists in his analysis, when he argues that the photographs decontextualized the persons suffering from AIDS, isolated them and thus catalyzed fear of AIDS and those who carried the virus, instead of diminishing the fear. To Crimp, the exploitation of isolated and individualized personal experiences of AIDS for public spectacle was bound to the extermination of a public, social, cultural and political responsibility for the epidemic crisis. “[T]he privacy of the people portrayed is both brutally invaded and brutally maintained.”\(^{32}\) In Crimp’s view, these photographs should be understood as “phobic images, images of the terror at imagining the person with AIDS as still sexual.”\(^{33}\) By representing the person with AIDS as marked by traces of emaciation and cancer, their personality, history, social existence and, in particular, desires were rendered unseen. In Nixon’s photographs, Crimp argued, the person with AIDS became not only the face of the disease but also a powerless patient and a sign of the disease.\(^{34}\)

Sander Gilman has described the photography of patients with visible stigmata of disease as a public practice of demarcation in which the difference between health and disease is played out as a social, cultural


\(^{32}\) Crimp, “Portraits of People with AIDS,” 90. \(^{33}\) Ibid., 106.

\(^{34}\) Similar criticism on the exhibition has been raised by other authors on artistic and journalistic photography of people with AIDS, see: Robert Atkins, “Difficult Subject: Photographing AIDS,” Village Voice, June 28, 1988; Grover, “Visible Lesions: Images of PWA in America”; Grover, “OI: Opportunistic Identification, Open Identification in PWA Portraiture.”
and moral distinction. “The construction of the image of the patient,” he wrote in 1988 reflecting on AIDS photographs, “is thus always a playing out of this desire for a demarcation between ourselves and the chaos represented in culture by disease.” In the mid-1980s, photographs of people with AIDS were foundational to ongoing debates about how the epidemic was to be perceived, how the problematic history of the medical politics of lifestyle were to be reconciled and how a person with AIDS was imagined and seen. In the case of Nixon’s portraits, they seem to have failed to reveal a political person as they were broadly conceived to exhibit a clinical gaze. Broadly defined as the visualization of disease rather than individual illness experience, this gaze was blamed for structuring the predominant visual regime of AIDS photography at that time. The professional practice of medical photography in turn was thought to be the origin of a way of seeing disease in which personal crisis, the social struggle and the political movements remained unseen.

Photography was used by doctors and by artists in and out of the clinic to craft a representation of AIDS as an embodied condition, which begs the question what it is that sets apart a photograph of a person with AIDS in an artist’s exhibition from a medical perspective applied in an AIDS atlas? To reiterate a prominent question that has been raised before, how do we decide which photograph counts as artistic representation or as an object for scientific and biomedical analysis? What exactly qualifies a photograph to be bound to the ideas, practices and institutions of the clinic? If the dense entanglement of disease morphology and patient identity is to be seen as an overarching feature of all photographic representations of people with AIDS, how is a singular photograph categorized as an artistic, a journalistic or a medical picture?

The MoMA’s press statement praised Nixon’s photographs for their humanizing capacities. While his photographs sought to bring the audience closer to human suffering, “[T]hey also draw us to the person as an individual, not as an anonymous victim.” Artistic as well as journalistic portraits were supposed to individualize and hint at the subject’s fate and

draw an audience to the patient behind the visible stigmata of disease.\textsuperscript{39} In contrast, the task of an AIDS atlas seems to be to bring the disease to the foreground, to isolate its repeating patterns by hiding the patient’s individuality and rendering the patient’s body an anonymous canvas for the spectacle of recurring symptoms. A first conclusion would be: While the personal and individual proved problematic for visualizing the disease, the abstract notion of pathology posed an obstacle for successful emphatic portraiture. Yet this simplified dichotomy of pictures of disease versus affected persons does not apply to the way medical photography appeared in the first decade of AIDS; to what end was this genre used in the atlas to demonstrate the characteristics of AIDS? Furthermore, one could ask, how far does such a distinction between photography of AIDS in art, journalism and medicine make sense at all, as the shared endeavor was to capture characteristic pictures of a disease in and through portraits of people with AIDS.\textsuperscript{40}

\textit{A Characteristic Picture of AIDS}

Characteristic medical photographs taken to visualize common, typical and obvious signs of disease, but not the patient, comprised Farthing’s \textit{Colour Atlas of AIDS} in 1986. The atlas was published as a culmination of the clinical experience of Farthing and his colleagues at Westminster Hospital in London as the epidemic was officially five years old. The number of infections had been constantly rising in the United States and the majority of Europe, while preliminary counts suggested an onset of the epidemic in the southern half of Africa.\textsuperscript{41} The only available and partially effective treatment was AZT, approved and introduced a year later, while social profiling of risk groups was still focused on the four Hs: homosexual men, heroin users, Haitians and hemophiliacs. Disputes about the nature of the virus suspected to be the etiological agent were unresolved amongst several research teams, which argued for their chosen pathogenic candidate. Against this backdrop, the atlas editors attempted to produce the first total vision of the epidemic to date, made


Vivid as a characteristic rather than a definitive picture to its medical audience predominantly through photography.

In the mid-1980s, the state of knowledge about the epidemiology, immunology and virology of AIDS was sparse. Information given throughout the atlas remained vague, speculation is scattered throughout the chapters and many questions they posed remained unanswered. In this state of uncertainty, the resulting atlas appears more like bricolage than a systematized topology. But this seems to have been sufficient to fulfill the atlas’s aim to be a functional diagnostic instrument.

The photographs in the 1986 atlas were not included to strengthen a public empathy with persons who had developed AIDS, nor was their purpose to raise public awareness of the disastrous effects of the disease. As this example (Fig. 1.3) shows, bodies of different patients were depicted as an exchangeable canvas for similar lesions of the sarcoma. To guarantee anonymity, faces were cropped, patients were asked to assume an “anatomical position,” maximizing exposure of the body’s surface to the camera. Clearly, the photographs do not follow aesthetic conventions of portrait photography: The face is absent unless it is

Fig. 1.3 A page from the section on KS in Farthing’s 1986 atlas of AIDS. The design of the page emphasizes again the focus on a characteristic appearance of widespread KS lesions on two different bodies, each positioned in an anatomical position to maximize the visible surface.


directly affected. Where photographs showed lesions on the facial area, thick black lines were used to provide and secure anonymity for the patients. The background of almost every picture is white, the lighting even and bright and all are, as the title of the atlas promises, in color. Few of the photographs are anchored with a caption, and even if some specific background on what is seen in the photographs is given, no information is offered about the patients, their biography, their location or even their – at this stage improbable – chance for survival. Speculations about homosexual practices and lifestyles were not absent from the atlas but remained disconnected to individual photographs and could be found, for example, in the section on epidemiology.

At the time of Farthing’s atlas production, the available method of analyzing blood samples (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay [ELISA]) was complicated, expensive and sometimes unreliable. Diagnosing the immunodeficiency was often done by bedside clinical methods, and the occurrence of opportunistic infections were caught by the knowing eyes of doctors. Replicating the doctor’s trained gaze, the atlas’s photographs show the reader common diseases including KS, herpes, lymphoma and PCP. All these established diseases, however, now appeared in an unusual social group of bodies, unusual circumstances and, crucially, an unusual frequency and geographical density. These diseases were tied to a milieu in which most of them had never been seen before. The atlas’s first aim was to present a series of cases in which these known diseases had appeared out of their usual place.

This presentation of AIDS was almost exclusively dermatological. It builds on a long legacy of adequate representation of discrete patterns and unique shapes of symptoms on the exterior of the skin. The gaze rested, to use a Foucauldian phrase, largely on the surface of the body.

43 Ibid., 13.
45 It is noteworthy, that much of the late nineteenth century of dermatology and in particular dermatological illustration was dedicated to the separation of the field of common skin diseases from those that became increasingly known as venereal diseases. See: Franz Ehring, Hautkrankheiten. 5 Jahrhunderte wissenschaftlicher Illustration – Skin Diseases (Stuttgart: Fischer, 1989); W. H. Neuse et al., “The History of Photography in Dermatology: Milestones from the Roots to the 20th Century,” Archives of Dermatology 132, no. 12 (December 1996), 1492–8; Richard Barnett, The Sick Rose, Or, Disease and the Art of Medical Illustration (D.A.P./Distributed Art Publishers, 2014); Anne R. Hanley, Medicine, Knowledge and Venereal Diseases in England, 1886–1916 (New York: Springer, 2016).
It replicates those occurrences that catch the eye immediately and it catalogs the signs that everyone can see. The characteristic picture is construed through series of photographs, presentations of cases to the eyes of interested clinicians and students. The picture series mirrors the structure of the early World Health Organization (WHO) classification of AIDS, published in 1985.\(^\text{47}\) It provided a catalog of opportunistic infections and diseases, clustered into important, frequent and other signs of the immunodeficiency. Each sign was given a number, pneumopathy scored 2 while chronic or relapsing herpes were considered a 4. With several infections present reaching or exceeding a score of 12, the diagnosis of AIDS was established. According to the 1985 classification, generalized KS was counted on its own as 12. In the following years, the classification scheme was widely criticized for its shortcomings and vagueness and was replaced in 1994 with an updated international standard for the diagnosis of AIDS, now heavily reliant on serostatus.\(^\text{48}\)

But photographs did more than just replicating the contested classifications of the time. Photography promised the benefit of an impartial perspective, a sober observation of clinical signs and the maintenance of an apparent indifference to the contested terrains of theory about causes, underlying ecologies and epidemiological profiles – the at-the-time-widely-popular investigation into the idea of patient zero, for example, is absent from the atlas.\(^\text{49}\) Contrary to Nixon’s photographs in the MoMA exhibition, the atlas’s series of clinical photographs were designed to visualize only specific aspects and effects of the syndrome. The underlying condition causing the symptoms to appear in the first place was implied as a diagnostic category; it remained a rubric that at this stage could only appear through long series of scattered signs. The clinical photographs did technically not show AIDS, but just isolated aspect of the syndromes disastrous effects.

Susan Sontag has called this absence of a unique signifier of AIDS an “inference.” Diseases like cancer and syphilis served as metaphorical reservoirs to help describe and interpret the new syndrome, indeed


“the very definition of AIDS requires the presence of other diseases.”

Instead of appearing as a radically new disease, yielding to unknown and unprecedented symptoms, AIDS instead acquired its unique quality by being a disposition of deficiency that lays the body vulnerable to a series of infections and diseases, and therefore is only accessible as an object of knowledge through the application of a new order of these known diseases and their appearances. The AIDS atlas’s editors used photography to act out this “inference” of AIDS, turning the unseen condition into something visible through a catalog of photographs of manifestations of discrete diseases that can then be seen as references to AIDS.

Another conclusion as to what photography had to offer medical knowledge production in the epidemic’s first decade offers itself here: Through photographs, Farthing’s atlas did not only express the unique shape of AIDS, but his commitment to clinical observation also reinstated medical authority where certainty and expertise were scarce. While the atlas’s first section is about the epidemiology of AIDS, which covered virology, immunology and practical details on accessible test kits, the body of the publication was concerned with a doctor’s bedside encounter with the patient. Rather than detailed descriptions about the agent’s biomedical structure, and in the absence of sufficient epidemiological data or distribution models, photographs seemed to allow a step back from the clamor and to ask its spectator to see rather than to speculate. Photography served as a first layer of careful abstraction, in which the repeated observation of cases was captured and recorded in an emphatically neutral or, rather, clinical way.

The Clinical Close-Up

A year after Farthing’s atlas was published, Paula Treichler delivered her famous essay on the “epidemic of signification.” Confronted with an unending stream of interpretations, beliefs and accusations against the populations at risk, she used this phrase to describe the vast distribution of suggested meanings for AIDS. These conjectures circled around the figure of the hypersexual homosexual male and inscribed those affected by implicating their lifestyle in theories of causation and guilt. By focusing on the continuum between biomedical practices and popular discourses, Treichler cites numerous theories that had at one time been shored up by biomedical knowledge. From the destructive power of sperm, or female immunity against infection, to lethal bacterial cocktails, acquired through many sexual encounters, debate about the true nature

---

of AIDS was heated, despite broad agreement on a viral cause as of 1983. “We cannot therefore look ‘through’ language,” Treichler concludes, “to determine what AIDS ‘really’ is.”

Yingling, by comparison, claimed that the epidemic threatened the fabric of knowledge reaching far beyond the immune systems of risk groups.

The material effects of AIDS deplete so many of our cultural assumptions about identity, justice, desire, and knowledge that it seems at times able to threaten the entire system of Western thought – that which maintains the health and immunity of our epistemology.

Steven Epstein subsumed his analysis of these first years of the epidemic under the header “politics of lifestyle,” as the vast majority of medical knowledge on AIDS was acquired through epidemiological analysis of those affected, while biomedical interrogation lacked convincing explanations for the full range of appearances and occurrences associated with AIDS. Epidemiologists working on AIDS in the 1980s, as Oppenheimer argues, tended to conceptualize the syndrome as complex social phenomenon, inextricably linked to vague social behavior such as “promiscuity,” relations, networks and perceptions of communities. Lifestyle, sexual identity and communities became embroiled into equally vague definitions of the syndrome, exposing a toxic environment for stigmatization, exclusion and ignorant bigotry toward those considered at risk and perceived as a risk.

In the eyes of many critics, language had provided inadequate to grapple with the emergence of AIDS; words seemed to fall short in the face of such an extent of individual, bodily loss enfolded within a social disaster, political crisis and with little progress in medical understanding. Or as Crimp summarized the crisis in 1987: “AIDS intersects with and requires a critical rethinking of all of culture: of language and representation, of science and medicine, of health and illness, of sex and death, of the public and private realms.” The perpetual crisis of AIDS led to a

54 Brigitte Weingart, Ansteckende Wörter, Repräsentationen von AIDS (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 2002), 41.
stream of metaphors of AIDS, which foregrounded racist stereotypes, conspiracy theories and religious angles alongside competing medical theories that rejected a viral cause. Looking back, Treichler would call her own collection of AIDS essays, published in 1999, “How to Have Theory in an Epidemic?” to emphasize the complicated ethical challenges of theorizing a disease of such devastating and deadly proportion. By even daring to speak of theory, cultural constructions or explanatory frameworks in the face of those dealing with the epidemic’s overwhelming demands, the immediacy of empirical approaches was appealing in and outside medicine.

Social theory, cultural studies and literature were not the only places in which language seemed to fail grasping the epidemic. Farthing’s atlas is filled with indications and gestures of uncertainty. His captions reflect discussions about the commonality of certain symptoms and the frequency of their appearance. The reason for increased immunoglobulin production, for example, is described as “uncertain,” “progressive weight loss may be extremely marked in some patients,” “the reason for the seborrheic dermatitis is as yet unclear” and the reason for the significant prevalence of KS in homosexual men with AIDS is “unknown.”

Alex Preda has described the ubiquitous practice of calling the appearance of KS and PCP “unusual” and “uncommon” in the early medical publications on AIDS. But for Preda the notion of unusualness and uncommon appearance is not an indication of the authors’ perplexity. Rather he suggests these notions of doubt served as instruments to enable new explanatory models, “signaling novelty and unusualness, redirecting the production of medical knowledge.” And KS was presented in almost every early report and publication as the disease, whose unusual appearance and uncommon occurrence provided the framework to assume an underlying immunosuppression as its cause. In other words, Preda makes us aware that seeing KS and PCP in these new unusual appearances was the condition under which AIDS could be seen as an “unusual usual” syndrome. Photographs, which do not
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feature in Preda’s study of medical rhetoric, resembled this classification practice and presented the unusual appearances as a sign of AIDS.

A useful example of how photographs addressed uncertainty and unusualness is one of the many clinical close-ups from Farthing’s atlas (Fig. 1.4).64 Displayed in a diptych conformation a first photograph demonstrated the unusual extent of seborrhoeic dermatitis, spread across the patient’s chest, who is similar to the preceding picture (Fig. 1.3) positioned in an anatomical posture, while the second picture zoomed in to detail the follicular accentuation. The closer the lens got to the patient’s body, the less the patient appears a person and becomes instead a canvas. With higher magnification the appearance of follicles seemed removed from the individual body, from a person’s experience of illness and the dramatic development of the epidemic. Where the first picture tells of a posture of a person, at least partially naked and vulnerable to a frightening disease, the second picture has erased these affective residues of the portrait. Furthermore, the spread of skin disease is captioned as unusual, having moved beyond the commonly affected areas. In the process of cropping, arrangement and caption, these two photographs seem to move successfully from the unusual and confusing appearance of


this skin disease to the representation of a disease, which has been marked as indicative of AIDS through its unusual patterns. The depiction “facifies” the symptom in the way that Ogdon describes the close-up as an isolation of the enhanced detail from social, historical and cultural circumstance.\textsuperscript{65} The closer the lens gets, the less contextualized appears the object in front of the camera.

For O’Connor, clinical photography’s concern with superficial occurrences of pathology extends to a visualization practice as an “Art of Truth,” which alludes to the impression the photographs present “things as they are.” But this is less a description of the camera’s accuracy than a representation of the camera’s capacity to conflate surface and substance, to present visual clarity as the key to the deep truth of disease.\textsuperscript{66} For cases deemed exemplary of the ongoing epidemic, photographs gave a way of seeing AIDS that made the abundance of its metaphoric meanings and the uncertainty and resistance of AIDS as an object of medical knowledge for a while unseen. In this particular sense, clinical photography offered a way of seeing AIDS that moved beyond the epidemic of signification and provided an order in which uncertainty and unusualness were sustained rather than resolved.

With this use of photography, the AIDS atlas was built on an old fantasy of medicine, which put faith in an account of pathological phenomena free from speculation, assumption and theory. These photographs appeared to be the products of pure observation as well as accurate case description. Photography as “eyewitness” had been long trusted to translate observation into publication.\textsuperscript{67} In this way, the atlas photographs showed the clinician’s eye applied to AIDS and lent that same way of seeing to the reader. Committed to physical morphology and willfully impervious to the raging “epidemic of signification,” the atlas revealed AIDS as a series of discrete entities of medical knowledge appearing in a new order. To encounter the new epidemic through seeing familiar signs and diseases allowed for the rapid assertion of medical authority.\textsuperscript{68}

But how exactly did clinical photography acquire this capacity to assert such authority in the absence of refined categories of AIDS epidemiology or any fundamental understandings of HIV and its microbiological mechanics? The longer history of visualizing disease in illustrations and

\textsuperscript{65} Ogdon, “Through the Image: Nicholas Nixon’s ‘People with AIDS,’” 85.
\textsuperscript{66} O’Connor, “Camera Medica,” 235.
\textsuperscript{68} Preda, \textit{AIDS, Rhetoric, and Medical Knowledge}, 54.
photographs offers some indication as to how photography emerged as a unique professional medical practice. While it is tempting to see photography as part of the history of the empirical gaze applied to medical phenomena, such an approach forecloses other influences on the photographic picture of disease. Particular modes of analytical and diagnostic seeing were adapted by photography from the older genre of medical illustration, and what could tentatively be called a tradition of diagrammatic reasoning in medicine.

Analytical Visualization in the History of Medicine

The rejection and condemnation of theory was a recurring topic in medical thinking throughout the long nineteenth century. Already the pathologist and atlas-producer Jean Cruveilhier was concerned about systems, concepts and theories in the minds of the physicians around him in the 1820s as he favored an empirical account of disease entities, based on observation and illustration of clinical appearances. In this spirit, Cruveilhier declared the illustrations in his epic atlas to be timeless imprints of nature, resistant to the “back and forth of systems of thinking.”\(^{69}\) Instead of reading pedantic descriptions of skin rashes, he believed that seeing illustrations provided immediate and lasting impressions of the diseases in their actual state.\(^{70}\)

Daston and Galison discuss concern about authorial subjectivity, part of which rested in the limited capacities of language to capture the spectacle of diseases in dense descriptions. To trust descriptions as accurate translations of appearances seen on a patient’s body became contested throughout the nineteenth century. Language was seen as untrustworthy, as it was perceived of leaning toward preconceived images and theoretical abstractions such as the archetype in German Naturphilosophie.\(^{71}\) Not paying due diligence to techniques of observation and shrouding the doctor’s judgment, written words were conceived

---

69 Cruveilhier wrote in his introduction: “[U]n dessin fidèle est éternel comme la nature, et à l’abri des vacillations des systèmes: il reproduit incessamment la même image, rappelle à l’un ce qu’il a déjà vu, apprend à l’autre ce qu’il ne connait pas, dispense de fastidieuses lectures, et laisse dans l’esprit des impressions aussi profondes que durables.” Jean Cruveilhier, *Anatomie pathologique du corps humain ou descriptions avec figures lithographiées et coloriées des diverses altérations morbides* (Paris: Baillière, 1829), IX.


as obstacles to the clinicians’ ability to see and recognize the disease before their eyes.

Cruveilhier’s introduction to his atlas in 1824 provides an interesting starting point for situating illustration in the field of pathological anatomy. His rejection of language and appreciation of illustration as inerrable representation paved the way for the epistemic obstacles photography had to address half a century later. His atlas, the by-then largest collection of illustrations of pathological anatomy was published in 40 consignments between 1829 and 1842 in a design largely influenced by the Paris School of Medicine. Its wide distribution around Europe left a profound imprint on medical visualizations. The order of diseases did not follow abstract tables and classifications but was crafted around the anatomical location of pathological specimen within the human body. The atlas thus further established a way of thinking about disease based not on clusters of disparate signs across the body, but rather on the place of each appearance within or on the body’s surface.72

Cruveilhier’s stunning illustrations enhance their depth of meaning through weighted lines, careful coloring and exquisite detailing. Different types of melanoma, which comprised a large portion of the diseases included in the atlas, seem to almost pop out from the page, acquiring vividness and therefore achieving a lifelike truthfulness even to later audiences at the end of the twentieth century.73 Letters and numbers were integrated into the fine lines of the drawings and provided anchor points for references in accompanying texts, which delivered detailed description of the particular case history and the diagnosis, such as the names of patients and the circumstances of their arrival at the Hôtel Hôtel-Dieu. Cruveilhier’s drawings focused on the pathological forms and appearances, in the foreground of the pictures, while the surrounding normal anatomy occasionally appeared as a faded background. The malignant tumor depicted in “Maladies des Nerfs Ganglionnaires” (Fig. 1.5) draws particular attention to the color of the tissue, the morphology of the unusual growth and the position within the anatomy of the neck. The healthy anatomy appeared generic and exchangeable, through


the absence of color, faded edges and the almost unnatural viewpoint. While the disease is displayed in its figural individuality, the physiological space is brought in as a repeatable background, like a generic stage set.

Cruveilhier’s illustrations were rooted in the tradition of case description as well as the long history of visual anatomy. The ways in which cases have been described in medicine has been subject to much research in recent years, exposing a deep level of formalization in the translation of observation into text and illustration. Prudent observation enabled exhaustive description, which then meant the clinician could turn to systems and classes to compare practice with theory and forge new...

nosologies throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth century. But these new empirically based techniques of observation constantly confronted the problem of distinguishing between significant and random signs. When should an observed detail be considered as pertinent to the disease described? How might this decision be made and by whom, as depictions could not always rely on classes and theories of knowledge that preexisted the observation of appearances on a particular body? Cruveilhier’s visual contribution was precisely tuned to this problem. He wanted his illustrations to be concerned with capturing a characteristic impression of the disease, independent of the back and forth of the “Systèmes.”

The first step in Cruveilhier’s analytical drawing method derived from Philipp Pinel’s commitment to disease observation. Pinel translated visible signs into exact written replica. The resulting text should be closely tied to what is seen, as if the disease could reveal itself, speaking its own, “native” language through the conduit of the describing clinical observer. Pinel’s method relied on an exchangeable relation between descriptive language and visual perception of symptoms. This suggested an economy of medical language that could include everything of relevance without losing significant details in its account of the visible stigmata of a disease. This ideal appealed to a stable and exact relation between what is seen and what is said, as Foucault described it for the early-nineteenth-century medicine. Knowing and seeing had become one in this endeavor and doctors imagined themselves to be naturally equipped with a “speaking eye.” Volker Hess wrote about this as the formation of a grammar of the language of diseases, in which the disease acquired a medical meaning only in the way in which it was enabled to

---
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reveal itself.\footnote{Volker Hess, \textit{Von der semiotischen zur diagnostischen Medizin. Die Entstehung der klinischen Methode zwischen 1750 und 1850} (Husum, Germany: Matthiesen, 1993), 103.} Reflecting on Pinel’s shortcoming, Cruveilhier criticized this analytical method as a theoretical deformation of the disease. He intervened by providing visualizations of pathological anatomy, which sought to capture nature as it really was.

Through his drawings he could address a most pressing problem of his time. Toby Gelfand described it in the following words: “Formal accounts did not (and could not if they wished to be of finite length and comprehensible) attempt a total picture of disease, replete with the multiple variations which occurred.”\footnote{Toby Gelfand, “A Clinical Ideal: Paris 1789,” \textit{Bulletin of the History of Medicine} 51 (Fall 1977), 397–411.} The pathological could not be displayed by using the normative visual practice applied in anatomy atlases: The individuality of cases and appearances and their instances could not be so readily flattened into something so recognizable as a perfected “normal.” Cruveilhier used illustrations to establish the idea of a characteristic picture, a drawing that relies on a single case while it argues that this particular case should be seen as an exemplary case. Where anatomical atlases enjoyed an easy relationship to the individual bodies that might have served as models or templates to arrive at an average, the atlas of pathological anatomy needed to appreciate and integrate the notion of the single case. In its commitment to an empirical account of diseases, Cruveilhier’s drawings bore traces of mistrust to both the formal accounts of nosological tables and archetypical visual traditions of anatomy. The drawings established a way of visualizing pathology that lay somewhere in between, and Daston and Galison refer to Cruveilhier’s drawings as a unique way of arguing visually about diseases in which his approach resembled “a hybrid of the idealizing and the naturalizing modes.”\footnote{Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, “The Image of Objectivity,” \textit{Representations} no. 40 (1992), 94.} The pathological object was kept as an individual object but related to a class of things placed in an atlas. This reinvented depicting of pathology at Cruveilhier’s time was needed, as neither the visual tradition of anatomy with its idealistic visualizations, nor the representation of an archetype, or pure phenomena were considered appropriate modes of seeing when it came to diseases.\footnote{Ibid.}

Intended to heavily supplement or even replace a language-based system, which had failed as a \textit{Grammatik} of the disease, illustrations established a diagrammatical way of seeing and understanding pathological appearances.
After photography’s inception, illustration did by no means become an outdated technique of clinical visualization. It was and remained an artful diagrammatic of the pathological that embraced empirical yet structured accounts of the observed phenomenon. Similarly to how observations and descriptions were considered first orders of abstraction instead of preconditions for classification, did the art of illustration serve as a translation between the visible lesions and their systematic understanding as signs of disease.85

Illustration foreclosed the chance of seeing the unseen in visual representations. The pictures did not include the excess, the information discarded by the clinician’s eye. The unintended, accidental and overseen elements and aspects that might perhaps relate to the disease were routinely excluded from their visualization. Consequently, the reader of these drawn images could not expect to make additional discoveries and could not use the image to interrogate the visualized disease in its multifaceted shape. The viewer had to accept the illustration as the visual representation of an analytical gaze; someone had already decided what was significant for seeing a particular disease.

The AIDS atlas, published 150 years later, was also structured by an analytical perspective comparable to Cruveilhier’s publication. Editorial decisions had been made to include prominent opportunistic infections like KS, PCP, herpes, psoriasis, but not all. Photographs were taken of patients, whose cases had been decided to be characteristic appearances; these photographs were then cropped and captioned to make only those elements visible that were necessary to see the current picture of AIDS. Finally, the comparatively brief paragraphs of text throughout the atlas gave further guidelines for readers to learn how to see and recognize the syndrome in a certain way, but refrained from engagement with larger, contested matters in any systematic way.

However, unlike the illustration, a photograph cannot be so tightly controlled. The use of photography left room for other pictures to emerge. Most importantly, it allowed inclusion of uncertainty, of the unusualness of the appearance of infections in these particular bodies, and freed up an integration of the many unseen assumptions, theories and speculations about the young epidemic, although the overall impression was apparently somber and clinically neutral. Clinical photography was well-suited to present AIDS precisely for its faculty of offering a disease both as a standardized object of knowledge and as an excess of
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norms, classes and theories. This visual technology emphasized AIDS as crisis of medical knowledge while indicating the stability of medical authority.

Photography and Illustration

The history of clinical photography is still widely unwritten. Studies have analyzed representations produced by the medical use of photography as examples in larger arguments about the visual history of medicine, but no scholar has engaged systematically with this genre at large. Clinical photography’s history remains overshadowed by scholarship on the representation of medicine in society, on specific photographic practices in psychiatry in the case of Charcot and on the history of photography of physiological movement.86 Clinical photography has often been loosely included in the wider corpus of scientific photography, as researched by Tucker and others.87 But these perspectives tend to overlook a crucial point about clinical photography: As a visualization technique it is intimately attached to the portraiture of the pathological and thus deeply bound to the history of the clinician’s gaze. This gaze is not identical with the perspective of a biologist or a chemist and must be treated within deliberation of the normal and the pathological instead of wrestling objects of nature from systems of culture.88 Clinical photography was neither fully committed to eye-witnessing natural phenomena, nor did it work as a pure visualization of nosological knowledge, tables and categories or diseases.


88 Foucault asked for all historical inquiry into the practices of the life sciences to consider two parallel dichotomies: one of the formation of biological concepts of things and facts and the other grounded in the bipolarity of health and disease, normalcy and pathology. Foucault, *The Birth of the Clinic*, 42.
Just months after the invention of the daguerreotype, the earliest form of photography in 1835, the first medical images were taken. In 1852 Berend published photographs that focused on orthopedic diseases, Squire colored photographs in 1864 to show dermatological textures and in 1893 the first comprehensive handbook for medical photography, *La photographie medicale* was published in France. That year the first issue of the new journal *Internationale Medizinisch-Photographische Monatsschrift* was published, which taught doctors and photographers alike how to take medical photographs. Photography had become a successor to earlier “visual concepts of pathology” and provided a radical new “medium of seeing” disease. By the middle of the twentieth century, photography had become the most important medium for the increasingly visual basis of medical diagnostics.

However, this was not a smooth progression to prominence unhindered by resistance, critique and protest. The physician William Keiller expostulated his concern about the craze for medical photography in the 1894 issue of the *New York Medical Journal* that the “excellence and cheapness of the recent methods of reproducing photographs by photo-engravings has driven the majority of medical illustrators photo-mad.” He continued, “How many text-books and articles are spoiled by beautiful photo-engravings which teach absolutely nothing, where simple diagrams would have been most instructive!” Similar concerns were raised in the *British Medical Journal*, where authors complained about the overall lack of detail in photographic visualization. These outspoken photography protests were not representative of the majority of the medical profession. But many doctors, editors and publishers remained skeptical about the instructive faculty of photography. What was it about a photograph that provoked these concerns, and what ways were found to overcome the epistemic obstacles that forged clinical photography into a genre that could – as in the case of AIDS – express both the stability of medical knowledge and the appearance of a new, poorly understood and mysterious disease?

Moritz Kaposi, who identified and subsequently named the skin cancer that would become an index marker for AIDS, refused to use the new medium. As one of the best-known dermatologists of his time, Kaposi represented the dermatology school of Vienna. Between

1898 and 1900, Kaposi published the *Handatlas der Hautkrankheiten für Studierende und Ärzte*, which relied exclusively on watercolor illustrations, using wax moulages as templates. In his preface, Kaposi claimed that the atlas not only collected all significant clinical pictures for dermatology, but visualized the different appearances of the most significant diseases, such as syphilis. He did not give explicit reason for ignoring the half-century history of medical photography, which had already been used in other dermatological atlases. Instead, he expressed his admiration for the “superior art” of illustration. The atlas consists of hundreds of beautifully painted aquarelles, which depict the then-known dermatological diseases, affixed with short captions. Beyond the brief preface, no textual commentary is found in the atlas. The authorial medical voice had disappeared from the text or rather taken up residence in the drawings that were fully trusted by Kaposi to transmit knowledge and his clinical perspective in the intended form.

Historically, photographs were mistrusted by physicians because they showed too much. It was not always easy to find particularly poignant cases, photograph them in the right way and crop the resulting picture in a manner that the disease can take center stage. While medical metaphors traveled to conventional portrait photography in the nineteenth century, to lend authority and professionalism to the urban studio photographer, the medical photographer was concerned that his practice would bear too much resemblance to classic portraiture. The overarching presence of a person, rather than the symptom, was particularly difficult to contain when diseases appeared in the face.

When KS occurred in patients with AIDS, one of the unusual aspects was its manifestation throughout the patient’s body. Classically, in the cancer’s appearance before the time of AIDS, KS lesions were usually to be found along the lower limbs. But the AIDS related appearance of lesions in patient’s faces provided new problems for the atlas editors and photographers. As could already be seen in the first example of this chapter (Fig. 1.1), photographing lesions on and close to the face challenged not only the anonymity that was guaranteed to the volunteering patients, but in regard to the visualization of a disease, it made it significantly more difficult to make the person behind the KS lesion unseen.
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But KS in persons with AIDS often appeared in the face, and it was partly for that reason that it was the most visible and immediately recognizable sign of AIDS at the time. This prominence exceeded the doctor’s vision, as the facial KS lesion became a spectacle, working as AIDS’s index sign in popular culture, film and television.\footnote{Paul Sendziuk, “Philadelphia or Death,” \textit{GLQ} 16, no. 3 (2010), 444–9; Beate Schappach, “AIDS-Bilder – Zur Bedeutung des Kaposi Sarkoms im AIDS-Diskurs,” in \textit{Bild und Gestalt. Wie formen Medienpraktiken das Wissen in Medizin und Humanwissenschaft?}, ed. Frank Stahnisch and Heiko Bauer (Hamburg: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 2007), 199–210.} But it was still important to draw attention to the unusual facial location, so doctors knew exactly where to look. Ethical considerations and the heated political conflicts around AIDS compelled the editors to maximize anonymity. Their answer in the 1986 atlas was to crop as much of the surrounding visage as possible, to reveal just enough to enable clinical recognition of the signs; to this end the editors were prepared to manipulate pictures extensively.

But securing a photograph’s message to be concerned with disease and not a personal portrait was far more challenging, if the disease did not present through characteristic lesions. In the photograph discussed at the beginning of this chapter (Fig. 1.1), we not only see lesions of KS at the edge of the man’s beard but also another striking feature: The facial hair around the chin has become gray.\footnote{In the second edition of Farthing’s atlas from 1988, the photograph is further cropped and the spot of gray beard remains unseen. Farthing, \textit{A Color Atlas of AIDS} (1988), 65.} Graying hair might have been indicative of another process, which was vague in its definition and even more problematic to visualize: the acceleration of appearing old. At the end of the atlas’s section on clinical presentations, the editors drew reader’s attention to AIDS-related signs of “rapid aging.” Two photographs, taken on two separate occasions with an interval of two years, demonstrate the progress of “premature greying, frontal recession and thinning of hair, loss of facial fat with hollowing of contour.”\footnote{Farthing et al., \textit{A Colour Atlas of AIDS} (1986), 70.}

The photographs look like standard portrait photographs or passport pictures, but two black lines, forming a T-shape, were intended to ensure patient anonymity while enabling the usability of the photograph (Fig. 1.6). Many facets of these pictures are puzzling. The AIDS manifestation described here as “rapid aging” is difficult to define in detail. The overall impression of aging is hard to condense into a comprehensive list of indicators. Where does aging become medical? What excess of aging is too much, and how is this measured? This overall impression is captured in the familiar arrangement of a before-and-after depiction of...
the person’s face. The premature graying, also present in the KS photograph in the preceding text (Fig. 1.1), the thinning of hair and absence of facial hair is captured in the second shot, but so are other features. The unusual blue background on the left picture suggests it to be perhaps an older prepathological, personal photograph, while a changing haircut hints at the movement of fashion, styles and taste and a sense of the facial expression – in both pictures serious and performing an emphatic neutrality – makes these photographs, despite the editorial gesture of anonymity, particularly vulnerable to be seen as a portrait of a person.

Despite the black lines’ questionable success in keeping the identity of the patient protected, they made these photographs a clinical picture.

Fig. 1.6 Two photographs selected to demonstrate the process of rapid aging as a symptom of AIDS in the 1986 atlas by Farthing. The black lines guarantee anonymity but also turn the portrait photographs into functional representations, supposed to reveal recognizable signs of aging without compromising the privacy of this person with AIDS. 
Among the practices that photographers, editors and designers applied throughout the atlas, this might be one of the most intrusive and obstructive to the readers’ gaze, hindering a recognition of the person and guiding to an analytical observation of the signs of aging listed in the caption. The black lines practice an abstraction through which the photographs were intended to become readable as a vessel of clinical information. Such practices of taming the photographs’ content have a long tradition. Draping, covering and hiding unnecessary aspects to guide the reader’s gaze to substantial features contributed to the very act of turning a photograph into a medical photograph, by establishing it as an analytical perspective.

Clinical photography adopted these practices from illustration. But it also owes much of its conventions to the wax moulage. In reverse, at the end of the nineteenth century the art of moulage became increasingly dependent on photography. The fragile wax models were photographed for distribution far beyond the hospitals that stored them for teaching purposes. The *Atlas der Hautkrankheiten. Mit Einschluß der wichtigsten venerischen Erkrankungen für praktische Ärzte und Studierende*, published in 1903 by Eduard Jacobi, used photography exclusively as reproduction of wax moulages, rather than as a technique to capture cases in vivo.99 The editor of this dermatological atlas, reissued until the 1920s, gave some hints about why he chose photographed moulages. His reasons were partly based on technical problems. But he also emphasized the advantage of photographed moulages, as they maintained the idealized perspective of the doctors and artists, produced in such perfection, to exactly resemble the disease in the living patient.100 Jacobi emphasized that he relied on photographs of moulages as representations of typical diseases, and he expressed no interest in the contemporary trend of bringing monstrous or “interesting” cases to the fore.101 That his atlas


100 Moulages were preferred by many dermatologists to illustrations, as they allowed textures to be copied, and could be used in teaching as robust demonstrations of the living body. Each moulage represents a characteristic sign of a disease, identified by an experienced and attentive physician, transferred into a three-dimensional wax model, which uses different colors to mimic the disease in its natural appearance. The art of creating the models, their conservation and the utility of collections in medical teaching were considered essential to teaching pathology throughout the nineteenth century. Schnalke argues that this technology reached its zenith between the 1880s and 1940s before being replaced by color photography. Thomas Schnalke, “Moulagen und Photographie,” *Photomed* 2 (1989), 21–4; Thomas Schnalke, *Diseases in Wax: The History of the Medical Moulage* (Chicago: Quintessence Publications, 1995).

illustrated typical clinical pictures, he saw the utmost value in guided visual representations so that the practicing physician or the student of dermatology would profit most from reading the atlas.\(^\text{102}\)

Syphilis was at that time the central topic of dermatology and venereology. Many publications used visual sources to establish a canon of referential images, and Jacobi dedicated a long chapter of his atlas to the pressing problem of a widely distributed syphilis epidemic. He recalled the history of isolating the syphilis infectious agent, the *spirochaeta pallida*, and listed the visible and invisible clinical signs of its presence in a patient’s body. Detailed and vivid descriptions of lesions, their characteristic appearance and their usual places on a body were briefly referenced by Jacobi in the text but were also visualized through illustrations of so-called Schleimhautpappeln (papulosa).

Two photographic reproductions of moulages (Fig. 1.7) showed the face, or rather a portion of the face. The moulage had been modeled in

\(^{102}\text{Ibid.}\)
detail to create a lifelike appearance, emphasized by details like the fingers that pull down the lip to make the lesions visible. As with photography, lifelike impression was the key element that led many doctors to trust the moulage as a teaching instrument. As the moulages’ immobility and fragility were impractical for dissemination and expensive to reproduce and to store, their circulation through photography was of immense value. The act of cropping and draping stands in for the clinician’s analytical perspective, guiding the gaze to the significant details. Cropped into diagnostic certainty, the moulage offered standardized clinical pictures, ready to be widely distributed through photography.

 Returning to the AIDS atlas, a resemblance between the aesthetic of Jacobi’s photographed wax moulages and the persons with AIDS in, for example, the pictures of aging (Fig. 1.4) is uncanny. In both cases, we see lifelike representations of the symptoms on patient’s bodies, body parts moved to reveal the symptom in its entirety and a series of pictures of bodies juxtaposed to render the individuality of patients, the arbitrary appearance of symptoms in single cases unseen. Cropping and captioning the photograph was a practice modeled on the historical example of illustration and moulage to process diagnostic certainty, so that photographed patient bodies in the AIDS atlas would seem no more than wax models. The point of focus was artfully crafted through a doctor’s speaking eyes, the established medical authority that in turn allowed the pictures to be trusted as instruments of comparison and teaching to recognize actual cases. Drawing on the diagrammatic faculty of the illustration, photographs needed to be tamed, pictures needed to be turned into structured representations of lesions to show a disease.

 It is a commonplace that a photographs’ content becomes visible through their material arrangements. “[H]ow they are printed and viewed, as albums, lantern slides, or mounted prints, is integral to their phenomenological engagement, structuring visual knowledge.”\(^\text{103}\) But as Edwards has argued further, while arrangement makes the photograph a readable entity and structures our reading of its content, the photograph’s picture can never fully be disclosed, its meaning is never quite secure and its vision never firmly anchored: The “photograph awakens a desire to know that which it cannot show.”\(^\text{104}\) Showing a lesion, to visualize a rash as it manifests on a person’s body, might be achieved through the material arrangement and manipulation of a photograph in

\(^{104}\) Ibid., 62.
an atlas. But for the photograph to work as a visualization of AIDS, it must do more. It is here where the unseen surplus of the photograph becomes important, where precisely that which illustration cannot show acquires importance and where the relationship of signs of a disease and the person depicted moves to the center.

Here, a second historical genealogy of clinical photography is apparent. Distinct from the diagrammatic capacities of illustrations and wax moulages, photography could bring something new to disease visualization: It showed disease in the contingent individual and singular shape that resisted formal account and abstraction. Skeptical to the idea of solid disease entities, classes and tableaus, the photograph contributed in the late nineteenth century to a new appreciation of disease as an excessive state of life. Precisely because photography was able to integrate the individual picture of disease into the crafting of formalized accounts, it enfolded attraction as a visual representation of pathology as both an abstract entity and a lived reality.

**Morphology and Identity**

Farthing’s atlas had worked through the process of what Preda had called “making up the rules of seeing.” Making photographs to show AIDS required extensive framing and manipulation; photographs needed to adapt qualities usually associated with its predecessor genres, illustration and wax moulages. But using photographs could also emphasize the uncertainty and the unusualness of the appearance of diseases in the new habitat of mostly young homosexual men. According to Preda, this notion of unusualness served generally as a condition to see AIDS. And as much as photography could exert a medical authority, where language couldn’t, its key contribution was not to remove but to visualize uncertainty and unusualness as a medical characteristic of the epidemic.

Clinical photographs, I argue here, should be seen as a contribution to persistent ambiguity between the population in which the diseases appeared and the new immunodeficiency syndrome. In other words, seeing AIDS through clinical photographs had the advantage to show the vaguely disclosed, never quite visible, never fully hidden social identity of those, who were part of the demographic, perceived to be hosting AIDS at that time. Rather than aiming for a clear distinction between a
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disease morphology and a patient’s identity, clinical photography could present the underlying syndrome through a series of pictures of discrete diseases, bound together through the social group in which they appeared.

The conflation of gay male identity and KS became more than an underlying subtle theme in Friedman-Kien’s atlas. First published in 1989, this second series operated differently from its predecessor volume by Farthing and colleagues, who contributed a chapter on the history of AIDS to the new atlas. This updated and newly conceptualized book was preoccupied almost exclusively with KS, or rather with the representation of an “AIDS-related epidemic KS” as a specific disease entity. The majority of photographs in this volume either visualize the characteristic skin cancer or show “clinical simulators.” In more than 200 photographs, this AIDS atlas began with a detour, which introduced classic and African cases of KS. The first 40 photographs visualize a wide variety of cases of KS in elderly men in the United States and extreme cases of KS in Africa. These photographs presented a picture of the rare skin cancer as it might have been perceived before the emergence of AIDS. The rest of the atlas was then dedicated to visualizing the variety of KS appearances in people with AIDS, separating different stages – plaque, ocular and nodular – each with about five photographs. Of particular interest is the section on clinical “simulators,” other skin cancers and harmless rashes that share a course of appearances similar to KS but in fact might not share any relation to AIDS. The remaining portion of the atlas is concerned with microscopic and ultrastructural presentations of KS, before a final section with another 50 photographs lists other cutaneous signs of people with AIDS or AIDS-related complex (ARC). Among these conditions are those previously visualized in Farthing’s atlas with prominent presentations of shingles and candidiasis. Only the very last chapter of the 1989 atlas discusses cutaneous appearances of HIV infections, presenting three photographs among microscopic visualizations of the quite unusual and rare appearances in the syndrome’s clinical latency. Throughout the atlas, each photograph is given a short description, classification and diagnostic judgment from the editors, which points in terms of definition and depth of description well beyond Farthing’s work. These texts are significant because they effectively turn each photograph into a singular representation of a case that has been chosen as exemplary.

According to the atlas’s rationale the social identity of the patient achieved yet further significance. Photographs of classical KS, according to how the sarcoma was considered and classified before AIDS emerged, tend to be captioned by identity placeholders such as “elderly Ashkenazi
The second category of “African Endemic KS” was shown on what the editor understood to be African bodies: These are bodies of different ages, sexualities and gender and with different disease histories as far as can be gleaned, but similar only in regard to their common African heritage. The third and largest category included photographs that look similar to those used by Farthing (Fig. 1.8), which here demonstrated the epidemic AIDS-related KS in bodies of “a 44 year old otherwise healthy, homosexual male . . . , A 23 year old homosexual male. . . . A 39 year old homosexual male.”

What was an implicit, almost silent connection made in Farthing’s atlas two years earlier became an explicit observation deemed crucial for differentiating and classifying the AIDS-related variant of KS. In a summary of the first decade of AIDS, Friedman-Kien reflected, that: “One of the most intriguing epidemiologic observations is that 95 percent of all cases of AIDS-associated Kaposi’s sarcoma in the United States have been diagnosed among homosexual and bisexual men.”

The introduction of the atlas claimed that KS is “truly one of mother nature’s puzzle games.” AIDS was no longer understood as a primarily homosexual disease, and by 1989, as the editor notes, its prevalence among gay communities was indeed declining, the atlas aimed to teach a valuable lesson:

AIDS is not yet a common disease, and many physicians have a limited personal experience with it. The rapidly increasing incidence and spread to the heterosexual population will soon present the general physician with many diagnostic problems. This text will provide a valuable visual course on the cutaneous manifestations of AIDS.

The atlas was founded upon the task of visualizing this transition and expected distribution of the epidemic beyond its already familiar occurrence in homosexual men. In a way, Friedman-Kien aimed to correct the silent – and all too often quite tangible – assumption that AIDS only appeared within the confines of a particular sexual identity. As the introduction to this atlas demonstrates, the notion of unusualness, typical for AIDS’s early years, had taken on a tone of warning. Although the appearance of epidemic AIDS-related KS is shown predominantly on the bodies of homosexual males, Friedman-Kien sought to demonstrate how

---

Fig. 1.8 Page with photographs of people with AIDS-related epidemic KS in Friedman-Kien's atlas from 1989. The editor disclosed the age and sexual identity of the depicted cases to point to the persistent prevalence of KS among homosexual men with AIDS. But rather than crudely conflating AIDS and sexual identity, this arrangement suggests an analytical separation.

AIDS had become a familiar sight for some while it was still uncommon to the wider population, where it was assumed to eventually arrive. As a result, many more doctors needed to become fluent with what AIDS might look like. The threat of an impending pandemic seemed to have structured the urgency behind this edition of an AIDS atlas.

By 1989, when Friedman-Kien turned his extensive research on KS into an atlas, the epidemic had become the primary reason for death in the US population between the ages of 25 and 44. The challenge was to overcome a previously established way of seeing, which had proven catastrophic to those who were stigmatized as being the cause for the epidemic. But even according to the US Surgeon General, such outdated perception of a homosexual disease became a public health risk, as it transpired a false sense of security to the rest of the population. What becomes visible, therefore, in Friedman-Kien’s atlas is an attempt to separate an abstract notion of AIDS and how it worked from the concrete appearance of KS in homosexual men. Clinical photography still contributed to the parallel presence of disease morphology and patient identity but was used in this atlas as a visualization method that aimed for distinction and comparison rather than conflation.

When Friedman-Kien presented sexual identities in the captions of cases in the atlas, he turned an implicit practice of AIDS’s first decade into an explicit exercise. The “rules of seeing” were already established and provided a frame through which the observation and perception of AIDS arrived at new classifications and structures. Friedman-Kien laid out an archive of the epidemic’s appearances and the prevalence of KS in homosexual men. Although this suggests a mere confirmation of the early years in which the entanglement of sexual identity and disease were guiding principle, the arrangement of pictures in the 1989 atlas points to a different mode of perception. Where each photograph tends to entangle morphology of disease and the unseen identity of the depicted patient, Friedman-Kien provided a detailed definition of their relationship, rather than leaving that relationship ambiguous and open to misinterpretation. Each photograph becomes a representation of a particular case, the individual history of which is added through the caption, but in doing so the visualization lost some of its capacity to demonstrate uncertainty and the unusualness described previously regarding the case of Farthing’s work.

This practice is indebted to the editor’s mission to arrive at a new disease entity, AIDS-related epidemic KS. Based on a revision of cases from the first decade and his presentation, KS left the territory of unusual and unexpected appearances. Against the background of the editor’s explicit warning that a common pandemic might be imminent, his visual archive of KS in homosexual men was not intended to work as an indeterminable conflation of sexual identity and disease morphology. Instead he drew the reader’s attention to the problematic implications of such an identification. In other words, adding information on homosexuality and age to the captions of pictures representing AIDS cases retrieved the sexual identity from the depth of etiological uncertainty.

Photographing AIDS as a Disease

Clinical photography transformed the perception of the epidemic through its first decade, but the genre struggled to arrive at abstract representations of the syndrome. Initially a medium prone to conflate identity and morphology to make AIDS visible, it only hesitantly became a technique tasked with separating the notion of the abstract entity of AIDS from the portraits of persons who contracted it. Increasingly, in the late 1980s, photography was supposed to make their entanglement unseen to perceive the one as a disease and the other as a generic, interchangeable body hosting a virus. But was it ever possible to capture the disease as an abstract entity on a photograph? Or is a photograph of a disease inescapably a medium of semantic transgression?

Sander Gilman considered the visualization of AIDS through photographs as a continuous encounter with uncertainty and an “indeterminable universe” of illness that required control, boundaries and the construction of a stable difference between health and disease.\(^{111}\) The photograph of the patient created difference, as it served as a vehicle to achieve an initial understanding about the assumed social nature of the disease.\(^{112}\) To many physicians in the early 1980s, homosexuality prompted suspicion and susceptibility for AIDS.\(^{113}\) The notion of AIDS

\(^{111}\) Gilman, Disease and Representation: Images of Illness from Madness to AIDS, 2.


\(^{113}\) Likewise, many physicians developed their approach to the epidemic as members of the gay community contributing substantially to the successful implementation of safer sex. See: David France, How to Survive a Plague: The Story of How Activists and Scientists Tamed AIDS (Stuttgart: Pan Macmillan, 2016); Ronald Bayer and Gerald M. Oppenheimer, AIDS Doctors: Voices from the Epidemic (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000); Gerald Oppenheimer and Ronald Bayer, “An Epidemic of Unknown
as a homosexual disease, or as a disease implicated in homosexual lifestyles, disallowed its characterization as a viral disease divorced from social prevalence, and foregrounded an image of transmission through sexual practices at the cost of seeing other routes of spread. Clinical photography, one could argue therefore, foregrounded the perception of AIDS as a disease of homosexual lifestyle and identity, simply because it failed to present AIDS as an abstract entity.

A visual precedent of this perception, Gilman argues, can be identified in the history of syphilis. Here, a sexually transmitted disease was bound to a long-standing history of visualizing sexual transgression. The appearance and spectacle of the disease was part of an iconography of punishment. Seeing the photograph of the diseased body reassured the healthy viewer’s impression that this illness was deserved and fit to unseen moral failures of the person. The carrier of the disease and the photograph represented the boundaries of the epidemic, isolating the threat to particular persons and identities, while bolstering the image of immunity and safety for everyone else.

On an aesthetic level, photography of people with AIDS – within and beyond the medical AIDS atlas – was, of course, occupied by traces of decay, symbolism of doom and icons of bodily crisis. The disintegration of the body, the destruction of political subjectivities and the annihilation of sexual identities structured the visual language of AIDS photography throughout the epidemic’s first decade. Following Gilman’s arguments, Watney directs attention to the fact that it was fairly surprising to use photography at all, given that AIDS was understood as a diagnostic category of several different and not always visible opportunistic infections. Choosing to frame the appearance of AIDS as a “discrete illness rather than a conceptual diagnostic category” attracted significant success to craft an image of the AIDS carrier as a person who is understood to be qualitatively different from the majority of the population. The victim was perceived as threat to public health and safety and is ostracized through the frame of difference. Furthermore, as Grover notes, almost everyone pictured in circulating photographs of AIDS in the early 1980s was destined to die and had most probably died, leaving us with images of their “visible lesions.”


Call it stigmatization, isolation or the framing of difference, photographs of illness continued to distinguish the subject from what was assumed to be healthy, normal and morally correct. Sontag took up the perception of the Other’s suffering to argue at length about the effects of identification with depicted pain that guarantees spectatorship immune from what they were witnessing.\textsuperscript{117} Judith Butler has also worked extensively on the frames of war, in which an economy of grief is visually organized, demarcating deserving lives from those less deserving of our empathy.\textsuperscript{118} Both arguments resonate with ACT UP’s calls for action, the activist’s struggle for visibility and particularly the “Ashes Actions,” when activists and relatives of people who died of AIDS threw their ashes on the lawn of the White House, demanding their recognition with ultimate means.\textsuperscript{119} Both Sontag and Butler point to the uncontrollable resonances of visual representations of a body in crisis, and that visualizations of suffering bodies do not necessarily encourage a humane response or provoke emphatic identification. If we consider these effects to inevitably accompany a photographic representation of AIDS, how could – if at all – photography be used to encourage a sober and abstract representation of AIDS that is safely removed from perception of lifestyle and sexual identity?

\textit{Monstrous Photography?}

This characteristic quality of AIDS photography to carry vague signs of identity into representations of diseases attaches these images to another tradition of medical photography from the later nineteenth century. A close look onto this history illuminates the attraction medical photography had in the early years of AIDS but will also explain how the genre lost most of its appeal after the epidemic’s first decade.

In the late nineteenth century, many medical photographs were collected in private or public collections, traveled with “freak shows” and presented as trophies of nature’s experimentations to a morbidly fascinated public. These images earned a reputation for visualizing a quality in its awe-inspiring distance from health, normality and society. This visual regime of extreme pathological signs and exceptional anomalies must be regarded as a second quality of clinical photography, which bears no

direct relation to the tradition of pathological illustration, but is deeply embedded in late-nineteenth-century fascination for the idea of the monster.

As already discussed, photography was swiftly praised for overcoming the weaknesses of illustration and for providing representations based on empirical observation. Medical photography was often contrasted with the subjective and imprecise genre of drawing as it moved away from ideal representations in favor of exemplary and characteristic cases. Grounded in the “real” by the end of the nineteenth century, medical photography sometimes left the realm of classifying diseases and became the focus of efforts to collect, expose and curate archives of biologically grotesque appearances, abnormal tumors and spectacular deformations. Long series of photographs showed disfigured fetuses, collections of inoperable tumors and unthinkable deformations. Public appreciation for the extreme forms and shapes made medical photography a recording practice for the unrepresentable, never-before-seen and unthinkable aspects of human life and death.\textsuperscript{120} While the taste for the grotesque and monstrous surely had a longer history than photography, medical photography took part in making the aesthetic of the ugly and abject widely available.\textsuperscript{121}

Photographs of spectacular appearances reflect shifts in European medical thinking that rejected understanding diseases as species that were bound to their own ontologies. The most influential interventions came from Rudolf Virchow, a German proponent of cell theory and social medicine, who argued in 1847 that diseases could not be thought of as autonomous organisms or parasites that entered and attacked the human body. Rather, diseases were more akin to various forms of life. So rather than being different in kind, they could be understood as excessive forms of physiology. The French physician Claude Bernard, famous for his work on experimental medicine, also argued that “physiology and pathology are intermingled and are essentially one and the same thing.”\textsuperscript{122} Canguilhem followed Bernard’s and Comte’s reasoning about the identity of disease and human life, arguing for a late-nineteenth-century medicine, which considered diseases to be a mere quantitative excess of human life, rather than its opponents.


\textsuperscript{121} Schmidt, Anamorphotische Körper, 78.

\textsuperscript{122} C. Bernard, 1877, cited in Georges Canguilhem, On the Normal and the Pathological (Dordrecht, the Netherlands: Reidel, 1978), 67.
“The existence of monsters,” Canguilhem wrote, “throws doubt on life’s ability to teach us order.” The notion of the monstrous, which emerged in the late nineteenth century, was both intimately bound to the idea of organic organization as much as it posed a substantial challenge to understanding the norms that governed organic life forms. Proponents of this approach rejected ontologist theories that considered diseases as natural entities. Instead, the focus rested on lumps, tumors, swellings and spectacular disfigurements. A medical photography of the spectacular, monstrous and excessive physiological form presents an opportunity for Canguilhem’s thoughts to be extended into visual history. Photography offered a visual instrument with which the pathological was interrogated as nature’s experiments, a form in which the radical identity of disease and human life was constantly performed.

To use photography as an instrument to frame life’s excess contributed to its rejection by those physicians who disliked the idea of disease as a continuum of pathological and physiological states. Doctors and atlas editors who were more interested in visualizing characteristic and archeotypical states of pathology, as in the cases of Jacobi and Kaposi, refused outright the usefulness of spectacular or interesting cases to be presented to the atlas’s audience. Photography of “monsters” stirred common understandings about health and disease and prompted questions about the validity of disease categories. The practice contributed to an ongoing and contingent documentation, an archive of the unclassifiable. The genre did not present clinical signs as a discrete aspect of a nosological entity, a class or abstract table of a disease, but visualized disease as an erratic and poorly differentiated situation along the spectrum of life. This mode of photographic visualization was more akin to the appearance of enormous tumors as excess to the body’s own tissue than to the idea of an infection by a foreign microorganism. Due to this association with excess rather than difference, photography was distrusted as a productive instrument for stabilizing classes of disease but assumed prevalence as a portraiture of spectacular cases that pointed to the limits of classification and the borderlines of medical knowledge.

The KS photography in Friedman-Kien’s atlas confronts us with a combination of representational modes of the person with AIDS and the diseases indicative of AIDS. Rows and rows of pictures neither fully

123 Canguilhem, “Monstrosity and the Monstrous,” 27.
124 For Virchow, diseases were thought of as spectacles of a Darwinian nature, in which the infinite capacities of human physiology were demonstrated and tested. Rudolf Virchow, “Ueber die Standpunkte in der Wissenschaftlichen Medicin,” Archiv für Pathologische Anatomie und Physiologie 1 (1847), 3–19.
125 Jacobi, Atlas der Hautkrankheiten, iii.
engaged with the discrete entity of an opportunistic infection and its symptoms, nor did they commit clearly to the social profile of the infection or the epidemiology of the immunodeficiency syndrome. The atlas uses photography of single cases, grouped together to reveal different social settings of KS, to deliver an argument of how AIDS-related KS was separated from African KS and Classic KS. Photographs in this atlas worked as portraits of individual cases rather than indeterminate visualizations of a syndrome. They illustrated the appearance of a disease in a group defined through sexual practice. Both the patients as well as the disease appeared in Friedman-Kien’s atlas as discrete entities, begging the question of how their relationship has defined the short history of AIDS. The photographs seem almost to “illustrate” the history of how AIDS came into view, rather than contributing to the task of solving problems and open questions.

Beyond its instructive and demonstrative faculty, clinical photography was always also bound to such an illustrative capacity, adding the unique value of individual cases to the definition of diseases. Where this capacity of photography made pictures of monstrous appearances and spectacular cases to desirable objects for collection and exhibition it also added a new level to what Fox and Lawrence describe as photography’s “visual concepts of pathology.”126 Photography could contribute a visible representation of disease based on “people who suffered afflictions.”127 The ways in which these visualizations came to be convincing instruments in textbooks and atlases are complicated, as “photography did not replace drawing to depict morbid anatomy until new conventions were created to represent tissues and tissue change.”128 Partly based on the diagrammatic tradition of drawings and moulage, photography also introduced a radically new element to the textbook, atlases and instructive publications of medicine: The appearance of individual and exemplary patients was no longer dependent on narratives, case descriptions and personal remarks, but could be represented through photographic reproductions of the patient’s bodily appearance.

An exemplary account of the gradual introduction of unmasked portrait photographs of cases is given by yet another dermatologist, a contemporary of Jacobi called Edmund Lesser.129 He published his *Lehrbuch der Haut- und Geschlechtskrankheiten für Studierende und Ärzte* between 1886 and 1887 at F. C. W. Vogel in Leipzig; it was a well-known dermatologist’s

127 Ibid., 23. 
128 Ibid., 24.
handbook and was distributed widely with 14 new editions before 1927. It was used both as an atlas and as a textbook, in which diseases were described through detailed texts as well as visualized in photography.\textsuperscript{130} The familiar tone of a textbook dominated Lesser’s teaching instrument and photographs remained subsidiary; predominantly used to “illustrate” the detailed written accounts of diseases and dermatological abnormalities.

Take, for example, the chapter on Herpes tonsurans. Accompanying the dense descriptions are four pictures: a magnified picture of the fungus \textit{Trichophyton tonsurans} at 300:1, a visualization of Herpes tonsurans in the skin, a visualization of a herpes infection on the side of a bearded face and a microscopically enhanced picture of a fungus infection within hair structures.\textsuperscript{131} The text in Lesser’s atlas stayed vague about the conditions of the pictures, and none is contextualized in detail but used as a secondary illustration, anchored in the text through markings and reference numbers but not integral to the image that the book conveyed. Photographs were added as complementary add-ons to emphasize details explained in the narrative of the written description. They stabilized and made evident what is known and described about herpes tonsurans through repetition in a subsidiary visual means. This demoted inclusion of photographs in the atlas represents a fundamentally different way of using visual media compared to the earlier atlas of Cruveilhier, or to the “silent” illustrations used by Kaposi.

This pattern was repeated in a remarkable photograph of a male patient that visualized a “papulo-ulceroes Syphilid” (Fig. 1.9). The photograph appears near the end of Lesser’s book in an addendum of photographic plates. The picture has been taken in accordance with aesthetic norms of portrait photography of the time, in its visual arrangement intent on guiding the viewer’s gaze to the syphilitic symptoms on the forehead, biceps and forearm of the patient. In contrast to Cruveilhier’s more abstract depiction of the patient’s body, or to the draped sections of patients’ bodies presented in moulages, this photograph gave a full upper-body view of the patient and his face. The posture, the facial expression and the disease-stricken body became part of the visualization of the clinical picture. The disease was not revealed through visual isolation of its signs or analytical close-ups; instead its signs were shown

\textsuperscript{130} Ehring, \textit{Hautkrankheiten}, 222.  
\textsuperscript{131} Edmund Lesser, \textit{Lehrbuch der Haut- und Geschlechtskrankheiten für Studierende und Ärzte} (Leipzig: F. C. W. Vogel, 1888), 272–80. This typical assemblage of different types of visualization is found throughout most of the chapters of the book. The intricate effect of the combination of these different genres is the standard way used in the later AIDS atlases.
as part of a larger composition of the suffering patient. The medically significant part, the syphilitic rash on the arm and the face, was emphasized using captions and by anchoring the photograph to the chapter on syphilis. Photographs such as this do not display a picture of disease in the way Kaposi’s atlas or Jacobi’s moulages did, nor do they seek to isolate a disease entity from the patient’s body. A characteristic picture is not revealed – nor is it the photograph’s purpose – but the picture illustrates agreed-upon knowledge with visual references to patients and their suffering. Photographs like this one ground the abstract disease category of syphilis in a particular case, which demonstrates to a medical audience

Fig. 1.9 Portrait of a patient with syphilis in Lesser’s dermatological handbook from 1890. Instead of guiding the readers gaze directly to clinical signs, this photograph emphasized the embodied nature of the disease, illustrating the abstract definition of the disease with a singular case.

the impact and crisis that comes with the development of the disease. The photographed disease is illustrated through the single case, neither bound to an analytical gaze (there is no draping, cropping or covering), but relies on an emphatic and affective impression of a person enduring the affliction. Such pictures visualize specific disease in its entanglement with the person affected, and they require a more complex and extensive anchoring in descriptive and analytical text, as their contribution lies in the translation of knowledge into visibility instead of vice versa.

This example suggests that photography cannot be understood as the simple successor to, or improved version of, medical illustration. Yet it would also be a mistake to understand the sidelining of visual practices in Lesser’s atlas as a rehabilitation of written clinical pictures at the end of the nineteenth century. Photography presented a classic epistemological obstacle, as Bachelard put it, when set to the task of establishing a visual clinical picture.\textsuperscript{132} Photography pointed to the limits of delivering characteristic pictures based on the single case, as well as to potential for delivering a new way of seeing the pathological. Photography’s novelty allowed the pathological to be appreciated as a structured appearance that maintained an arbitrary, contingent and irreducibly undefined element.

\textit{Photographic Illustration of Cases}

The work of Edinburgh-based clinician Byrom Bramwell and his \textit{Atlas of Clinical Medicine}, published in three volumes between 1892 and 1896, is further illuminating to understand the clinical integration of exemplary photographic case portraits. Lacking both preface and introduction, the work shows unusual as well as typical cases in the voluminous atlas, which covered a broad range of medical specialties. It is remarkable that most of the pictures were visualized through both photography and watercolor illustrations side by side. Both strategies of visualization were further complemented by detailed descriptions and structured case histories. The clinical presentation of a case, along with two pictures, was described in the following way: “The case which is depicted in Plates XII and XIII presented all the symptoms characteristic of chronic progressive bulbar paralysis, in its advanced stage.”\textsuperscript{133} The patient, a 50-year-old
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peasant, died by the time the atlas was published. The “characteristic” photograph (Fig. 1.10) is an aesthetic portrait of an aged man sticking out his tongue. The accompanying description emphasized the great pain that sitting for this photograph would have caused the patient, as well as noting how the disease developed rapidly and how many of the crucial features of this clinical picture could not possibly be communicated through a photograph.

On the next page, the photograph is contrasted with a colored illustration that magnified one part of the photograph, the tongue, to

Fig. 1.10 Photographic plate from Bramwell’s clinical atlas from 1892. In combination with the watercolor detail of the tongue, this photograph contributes to the appearance of an embodied and personalized case; a characteristic example for a well-defined disease, supported by the aesthetic appearance of a “carte visite.”

reveal its “uneven, wrinkled, ‘hob-nailed’ condition.” The author explained that:

This Plate shows the exact appearance of the tongue in the case of chronic progressive bulbar paralysis described above. The furred, uneven (atrophic) and yet oedematous condition of the organ is admirably shown. The water-colour drawing, from which the plate is copied, was made on October eighteenth, 1891 – the same day that the patient presented himself at the author’s clinique.

The photograph served a different function to the illustration, as in the author’s reflection it seemed to hide, rather than reveal the disease’s key features. The photograph fits easily in the conventions of nonmedical portrait photography, deviating only in its facial expression. Bramwell perhaps attempted to show the disease in its larger environment to demonstrate its occurrence in ordinary people, whereas the illustration maintains its abstract and analytical function, especially in its coloring, which was supposedly drawn directly from the original case. At the end of the nineteenth century, a clinical atlas problematized the authenticity of photographs as media too close to aesthetic norms, while the illustration is included to deliver a characteristic and exemplary visualization of disease.

Lesser’s choice to sideline photographs in his handbook, the absence of photography in Kaposi’s atlas and the combination with illustrations in Bramwell’s atlas all account for a belief that photography could not alone deliver what was required for atlases and handbooks. If used at all, photography’s function was to individualize, portray or illustrate the otherwise abstract notion of diseases, given by text or illustrations. In other words, photography introduced a way of seeing disease as an ever-embodied form in which the endeavor of separating the experience of disease from abstract classes of thinking and knowing diseases was questioned. Photography thus adopted a position in medical knowledge production that had previously been inhabited by case histories.

Photography has since its inception posed a challenge to the idea that there can be a clear line between health and pathology. These simplistic categories of normalcy and disease fade, and in their place the liminal, unsolved and unusual appears. A photograph can document what is not, or not yet, known, classified and ordered whether as a monstrous extreme or an arbitrary individual case. In photography a disease cannot appear as an isolated clinical sign but as a poorly differentiated situation

of life. In Canguilhem’s approach, photography could be seen as an instrument of observation and interrogation in which diseases are not isolated and defined in their own ontologies, but where disease is inescapably presented as an embodied entanglement with life. I propose to see the significance and the success of clinical photographs of AIDS therefore to be essential for setting up a kind of experimental system in which the process of separation, the strategies of isolation and the methods of visualization of a disease could be seen, rather than the disease.

It is crucial to understand that photographs always denied doctors the chance to exercise tight control over categories, classes and genres of diseases. This challenge to authority and definition suggests a rationale for photograph’s marginalized position, occasional absence or their extensive visual anchoring through illustrations in medical publications in the late nineteenth century. None of the atlas editors from this bygone century relied on photographs to speak for themselves or teach an audience in the way illustrations and moulds had been entrusted. Photographs carried a certain mistrust because of their excess of signification and because the visibility of personal element made the pictures liable to distract the less experienced observer. But photography’s contribution to medicine was also not exclusively bound to a visualization of unusual singularity. As I have shown previously, photography was also used to reproduce characteristic visions by distributing mechanical reproductions of illustrations and moulds. As a medical tool, photography could both be useful in showing new and previously unseen singularities, and by distributing subjective accounts of characteristic images more widely than ever before. By the 1980s, it had become the perfect genre equipped

137 In his recent dissertation Alexander Moffett points to another enterprise in which photography was used to create characteristic pictures of diseases by visualizing the average picture of diseases. Against the background of collective investigations by the British Medical Association in the 1880s, protagonists began to discuss possible ways in which photography could be used to combine many single cases into one picture. The investigations were based on examination cards used to assemble and sort thousands of opinions from clinicians throughout the country on pneumonia, TB, and other diseases, while photographs were taken in cooperation with Francis Galton and used in the same way that he used to deliver composite images of criminals. By superimposing hundreds of photographs of phthisis, a composite portrait of the disease’s physiognomy was to be achieved. See: Francis Galton and F. A. Mahomed, “An Inquiry into the Physiognomy of Phthisis by the Method of ‘Composite Portraiture,’” *Guy’s Hospital Reports* 25 (1882), 475–93; Alun D. Hughes, “Commentary: ‘On the Cards’: Collective Investigation of Disease and Medical Life Histories in the Nineteenth Century,” *International Journal of Epidemiology* 42, no. 3 (June 1, 2013), 683–8, doi:10.1093/ije/dyt062; Alexander Moffett, “Generic Images of Disease: The Uses of Collective Investigation, 1880–1900.” Talk given at AAHM 2015, New Haven, CT, 2015.
to visualize an impending crisis, as well as renewing a traditional medical authority in absence of clarity and reliable medical understandings.

The epistemic tension of photography between the patient’s illness and an abstract definition of disease that was set up in the late nineteenth century continued through the twentieth century. Peter Hansell, photographer at the Department for Medical Photography in London’s Westminster Hospital argued just after World War II for a timely transformation of medical photography. He hoped it could become a method of knowledge dissemination rather than mere recording.\textsuperscript{138} Despite an increase in professional education he demanded the installation of standardized archives and the inclusion of arrows, labels and scales within the pictures to regulate medical photography as a useful and exploratory tool of modern clinical practice.\textsuperscript{139} Similar ideas have been articulated by Brian Stanford, who argued for clinical photographs to “provide an absolute image to the mind of a doctor who has never seen the patient before; they must even provide an absolute image to a doctor who has never seen a similar complaint before.”\textsuperscript{140} He demanded standardization and broad institutionalization of clinical photography to “evoke a real image”\textsuperscript{141} of the disease, and not just mere partial glimpses of illness, pain and affliction.

Mifflin has recently pointed out that this entanglement between photographic records and spectacular diseases could again today be of use in medical teaching to demonstrate illnesses, symptoms and full-blown disease pictures in their original, untreated stages that have never been seen by most medical students or doctors.\textsuperscript{142} The photographs of people with AIDS work similarly today compared to the 1980s, as pictures of full-blown AIDS that is rarely seen in contemporary clinics or even publications. The emerging epidemic was photographed in its early years, when its complicated, confusing and sensitive appearance was best captured by the historically developed practice of a clinical photography: It provided a way of seeing, that remained on the surface, both individually and regarding the epidemic’s unresolved etiology. The spectacle of


\textsuperscript{141} Ibid., 300.

newness, unusualness and rarity could be captured to illustrate what was known about the threatening epidemic, while teaching how it was to be seen so to reestablish medical authority in face of an epistemic crisis.

The End of AIDS Photography

In 1983, the author and enthusiastic bodybuilder Stephen Greco wrote a contribution to the gay magazine *The Advocate*. Meditating on the rising number of gym memberships in New York’s gay community since the epidemic begun, he wondered if a stronger body would bring protection. He shared with his readers a particularly insightful anecdote about a community AIDS briefing, set up to inform about the latest advances in understanding the new disease, which was probably held at the Gay Man’s Health Center in New York. Casually, he described the despair, the shared experience of AIDS cases that almost everyone in his vicinity had seen and described the grim benefits resulting from the high prevalence of KS:

There have been so many recent cases of Kaposi’s in New York that the doctors who throw these grim parties no longer need use as illustrations those outdated slides showing the so-called classic cases of the disease as manifested in older Jewish and Italian men. Now we have our own cases and what appear before us in darkened auditoriums 10 times life size are pictures of our own bodies. It makes you think.

He goes on to recall the effect of a particular image, a photograph of a young man’s chest, bearing lesions typical for KS, but unlike what one might expect from a clinical photograph, in this case the lesions had appeared on the “most carefully inflated pectorals imaginable.” The audience, Greco remembers, gasped, and he found himself contending with a sudden flash of sexual desire directed at the body, projected at the wall. But how to reflect on this attraction, Greco asks, when the body before you was projected to instill awareness through its visible signs of a deadly skin cancer to promote sexual modesty and restraint?

The medical framing of this photograph from Greco’s anecdote could not eradicate the patient’s body as one which is still sexual. The presence of obvious clinical signs of KS, the setting of the briefing organized by doctors like Farthing or Friedman-Kien (with the latter even possibly
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being the attending medic of the mentioned event), could not prevent the photograph from working as a call to desire, contradicting the original intent, that led to the production, circulation and projection of the photograph. Instead of a warning, instead of delivering a shocking pathological appearance, a monstrous disfiguration of a once-healthy body, the photograph appeared to allow identification with the person depicted as a desirable body. What became unseen in this particular configuration was the disease, not the patient.

Farthing’s atlas contains many traces that threatened to operate in the same kind. Visualizing KS on the face of a patient (Fig. 1.1), tracing the spread of unusual skin diseases (Fig. 1.4) or attempting to formalize a visual representation of “rapid aging” (Fig. 1.6); the fate, the story and the personalities of these disease representations continue to haunt the atlas’ mission. A gray spot of hair, a posture, a changing hairstyle and facial expressions humanized the catalog of opportunistic infections. But it would be a mistake to address these affective residues as a failure of the atlas in its attempt to discipline its photographs into medical representations. On the contrary, the photographs do their medical work through linking the appearance of diseases on real cases, as these individuals lent their authenticity to the intended impression of urgency and inescapable sense of unusualness; something drawn illustrations and photographs of wax moulages could not do and – to point to the following chapters – that maps and virus pictures equally failed to convey.

Photographs can never sufficiently define their own content. Photographs of AIDS, particularly medical photographs of AIDS, are no exception to this. As far as a photograph might be trimmed, cropped, tethered to captions and structured through semantic frameworks like an atlas or a medical AIDS briefing, they still fail to arrest a purified vision of the disease to make it a static representation of itself. If we approach such photographs from the strict perspective of their contribution to the endeavor of making AIDS an object of scientific knowledge, they appear to be an extraordinarily weak medium. If a photograph’s function were to be defined by its capacity to demonstrate AIDS in an abstracted, generic shape and form, its failure is imminent. But in the case of AIDS, photography was used as a visualization for an emerging epidemic in the 1980s, for its capacity to maintain a presence of disease morphology within the same frame as the presence of social identities was indeed a strong, if not necessary, faculty.

AIDS photography shared this feature within and beyond the realm of a medical atlas. Challenges to medicalization in artistic pictures and sexualization in medical frames both forge a tightly knit connection between what is anticipated as healthy, innocent and inconspicuous, with
what appear diseased, disintegrated, disfigured and even as signs of impending death. The history of AIDS photography resembles and reinstates the “epidemic of signification,” as the medium could not resolve the ambiguities, uncertainties and unusualness of the emerging epidemic. On the contrary, as Farthing’s atlas in particular shows, the long series of photographs made AIDS visible precisely as a syndrome of unusually strong appearances, uncertain symptoms and uncommon patterns of well-known infections in new constellations. If we invoke Preda, this is where the photographs take part in classificatory practices, where the emphasis of unusual appearance sets the groundwork for a new underlying condition, that can be seen as the “unusual usual.”

A clinical photograph focuses on the recognition of the shape and appearance of signs, but the series of photographs in an AIDS atlas also carried a story in the background, concerned with the presentation of a social denominator, a new habitat in which the unusualness of opportunistic infection became visible.

Precisely this residue of patients’ lives, experiences and stories, also aroused suspicion toward the photographic medium. Often perceived as a portrayal of the patient rather than the disease, photography had a tradition of individualizing, of enriching abstracted definitions of specific disease entities. A revised history of medical photography places this visualization practice at the center of this unresolved tension about what medical imagery should seek to do. Photography appears as a practice equally concerned with intelligible, well-established knowledge formations and the appearances of the spectacular and unseen notion of previously unknown diseases. This is the unique value of clinical photography that enabled a translation of AIDS and its “epidemic of signification” into a clinical picture.

Returning to Canguilhem, photography seems to exhibit a strong relationship to thinking about disease as a form of excess, as a picture of an imbalance, a disposition and a dysfunction. Photographs configured an embodiment of AIDS, which cannot be detached from the body in which the condition appeared. An unusual KS, an uncommon rash or a significantly strong outbreak of shingles inherited their unusualness through the depicted affection and embodied experience. In this way, photographs frame the first chapter of AIDS history as the “politics of lifestyle” Epstein discussed, in which Oppenheimer identified the significance of multifactorial models, and where Yingling saw the person with AIDS being made unseen through layers of medical framings.
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Photographs sought an understanding of the relation between communities, practices and the epidemic’s distribution.

When Friedman-Kien set out his first atlas in 1989, this first chapter of AIDS history was already ending. As he pointed out himself, the atlas was published at a time when AIDS was on the cusp of becoming a global pandemic with widespread distribution among the general society. Treatment options were not yet available, and the mortality rate was rising at a seemingly unstoppable pace. Aware of this globalization of the epidemic, Friedman-Kien’s application of photography was intended to transfer the remaining epidemiological puzzle piece into the next chapter of AIDS. The prevalence of AIDS-related epidemic KS among homosexual men was so striking to him that he coined a new class of KS. Where the defining feature of this new class was the social profile of KS in cases of AIDS, photography again was employed to chart out the landscape of this classification practice, visualizing the epidemiological connection between the morphology of KS lesions and the “sociology” of young, gay men. It took until 1994 to resolve this epidemiological puzzle, when Yuan Chang and others would publish a paper that suggested a significant association between KS prevalence and a new herpes virus, with a widespread circulation in gay communities. The presence of the virus might have contributed to the unusual high occurrence of KS in this population.148 At the same time, the prevalence of KS among gay men had diminished and was also becoming a picture of the past.

The photographs in Friedman-Kien’s second edition from 1996 – although some were identical to those used in the first edition – were put to a different purpose. The atlas rationale was now dedicated to diseases that appear in patients with HIV infections, integrating “a vast amount of new information about HIV-related disease that has been elucidated since the first edition,” claim the editors.149 In this extended, actualized edition, photographs ceased fully to demonstrate an uncertain relation between the syndrome and its human carriers, and no longer were they framed to present the unusualness of the appearance of diseases in specific social settings. Instead the photographs assembled and collected the visible effects of an HIV infection. The clinical gaze that was applied in this second publication of Friedman-Kien did no longer interrogate the very nature of the relationship between the affected

patient and their lifestyle and practices but was immediately pointed toward the depth of the syndrome’s viral etiology. By 1996, the photograph of bodily symptoms had become a trace of a viral activity, as the syndrome was no longer seen as the quantitative extension of lifestyle and sexual identity, but as the qualitative opponent to life.

Accordingly, the atlas was now filled with photographs of few opportunistic infections. Although KS was still a prominent disease, it was demoted to be just one of a variety. Throughout the chapters, patients did not remain anonymous and the majority of photographs are attached to short captions providing information on the visualized cases. The photographs tend to be embedded in additional visual information, such as tissue sections, pictures of histological analysis and models of HIV mechanics. The atlas editors conceded the transformation partly to “changes in the epidemiology, biology, and natural history of the disease,” and partly to intervention of anti-retroviral therapies. Relieved from the original purpose of charting the social conditions of KS appearance, the photographs of the 1996 atlas now appear like a stable catalog of visible traces of an HIV infection.

Photographs persisted in the atlas until 2008, but their function changed to become a medium of surplus illustration. They also acquired a new function as an archive of how AIDS used to look like when its outbreak had not been under control. Photographs increasingly took on the function of demonstrating the spectacle of AIDS as it did – and later, not anymore – appear to the eyes of doctors. The increasing detachment of the syndrome from its embodied appearances – and accordingly the decreasing significance of photography – can best be understood when looking at the final atlas series published by Donna Mildvan from 1995 to 2008. Already in its first edition – as part of the overarching vademecum on infectious diseases – other visual representations like diagrams of HIV dominate the overall impression given of AIDS. The atlas carves out a different rationale to either Farthing’s or Friedman-Kien’s and is mostly concerned with the functionality of the virus and its transmission as well as with various underlying assumptions of possible treatments. In short, the atlas approaches the syndrome from the disciplinary perspective of infectious diseases, focused on the infectious agent and the means of its spread. But as indicated in the atlas’s introduction by the series editor, Gerald L. Mandell, “[D]iagnosis and management of patients with infectious diseases are based in large part on visual clues.” This “modern, complete collection” of images also forcefully reminds the
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profession, just as Friedman-Kien did, that diseases in AIDS often appear “unique” and “atypical.”151

Between numerous diagrams and maps, photographs seem only of limited interest to Mildvan and her colleagues. Throughout the detailed and complex atlas some photographs can be found in chapters except the one dedicated to “cutaneous manifestations.” A few photographs are used to show characteristic rashes in early stages of HIV infections to draw the reader’s attention to the expected “spectrum of HIV disease.”152 Every photograph is accompanied by a detailed discussion of the disease it visualized, while not a single case is mentioned. The sexual identities of most patients remain unknown and the majority of caption end with a description of the typical morphology of the illustrated disease in cases of AIDS or HIV infection. But clinical photographs also become scattered along the sections on AIDS and HIV in women and on pediatric AIDS. Here, the pictures follow the general purpose of the sections to raise awareness to the specific appearances of AIDS in these demographics. But throughout the atlas, photographs remain sidelined for most sections, serving in an illustrative function as photographs did for Lesser and Bramwell. They demonstrated the most typical characteristics of understood and well-enough classified set of disease entities, whose appearance were typical for cases of AIDS.

Beyond the framework of the atlas, AIDS photography also drastically changed in the early 1990s. The image of AIDS as disfigurement found its probably last public scandal in the Benetton Campaign.153 After that, pictures of bodies overwhelmed by the stigma of disease became pictures of the recent past. Photographing the person with AIDS became increasingly bound to endeavors of visualizing hope or of crafting new images of innocent victims – most prominently in photographs of HIV positive mothers and their children. These introduced the body with HIV into the world of marketing. As Rodney Jones has argued, pictures of healthy and fit bodies with HIV addressed an “idealized ‘self’ – healthy, empowered and possessing options.”154 With the growing availability of anti-retroviral treatment, photography of people with HIV infections
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became invested in picturing healthy, normal and capable persons, with bodies that have “HIV under control.” According to Campbell, photography too had lost its medicalizing capacities in the visual economy of AIDS at the end of the twentieth century; a statement that holds true if we maintain fixed with the American and European body.

Insisting on this claim risks a general assessment of the history of photography of AIDS that would continue an indifference to the rapidly changing geography of the epidemic by the end of the 1980s into the 1990s. A photographic representation of AIDS embodied through a predominantly North American risk group became obscure when the global picture of the epidemic emerged. Prevalence rates among social groups varied drastically from location to location, but the continued absence of successful treatment options until 1995 meant that interventions into social behavior were the most effective means of global health interventions.

AIDS photography accordingly diversified to become a practice as complex and manifold as the epidemic. A pamphlet from 1994, published by the WHO just a year before HAART was announced at the Vancouver AIDS conference, aimed to draw together the new “images of the epidemic.” Hundreds of photographs, some in color, aim to show a range of societies, cultures, communities, social practices and fabrics around the world – from prostitution in Thailand, poverty in Brazil, farming families in Tanzania to drug use in Brooklyn. AIDS, the pictures tell, appears everywhere in different conditions, resembling the classic paradigm of global health in which the correlation between resource scarcity, absent primary healthcare and disease prevalence became the frame through which AIDS was visualized. Not a single photograph in the pamphlet shows recognizable signs of disease, indeed most pictures are not even intended to visualize cases but rather draw attention to possible occurrences in estimated populations at risk. This official image of the worldwide crisis of AIDS defined and framed much of the new attitude to the epidemic. Maps and visualizations of HIV show AIDS, its character and spread, while photographs served as pictures of risk, measurements of affect and vulnerability and portraits of the lives threatened by a virus.
